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Dedicated Professional Dance Leaders

Fred Staeben, an avid user of Clinton Sound Equipment
Fred Staeben of Dozier, Alabama, has been a square dance
caller and has been teaching square dance classes without
a break since 1955. While stationed in Europe with the
USAF (1955-58) he called dances in several of the European
countries. Fred and his wife Ruth were a part of the nucleus
of dancers, callers and square dance leaders who first
organized the European Association of American Square
Dance Clubs. He was also one of those who were instrumental in the organization of the European Callers and
Teachers Association. Fred is past president of the Denver
Area Square Dance Callers Association and past president
of the Colorado Springs Square Dance Callers Association.
He was publisher and editor of a square dance newsletter
(Colorado), Square Talk, from 1966 to 1971. Fred has also
been a caller lab member since 1974.
Join the long list of successful Clinton-equipped professionals. Please write or call for full details concerning this
superb sound system.
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Who's your leader? We hope YOU are
ail leaders in some capacity in your
clubs, from committee chores to being
VP in charge of friendly greetings to
guests. Your job may be elected,
delegated or self-appointed. But DO
something for your club; don't just stand
there waiting to square up.
You are probably not the ONLY leader
in your club. Perhaps there are many unsung workers who quietly fulfill their
responsibilities week after week. Have
you done anything about thanking
faithful leaders, as suggested by Danny
Robinson in last month's ASD?
On page 19, you'll find a fiction
feature by Ted Nation. Is it fiction? Or
truth that may be stranger than fiction?
Some readers will accuse us of being
negative, so we hasten to say, "Read it
with a positive outlook." Does this kind
of situation exist? Do you have friends
who have "dropped out" to another activity? What will we do about this? Will
we take positive steps or are we doomed
to repeat the mistakes of square dance
history over and over again?
Square dancers all over the country
are participating in clinics, seminars and
mini-LEGACIES at which our concerns
are discussed. Ways to improve our club

member•of icer-caller-people relationships are "researched." Sharing in these
discussions helps many of us find new
approaches to old problems.
While square dancing is our main
focus, human relations cannot be
divorced from the square dance scene
as long as eight people comprise a
square. When robots are trained to
dance, we will no longer worry about
emotions and reactions and feelings
among dancers. Robots can be program.
med; people must change from within.
We can be thankful there are those on
the square dance floor who are also
willing to be leaders, to assume responsibility for club activities, and to train
new leaders continually.
Remember Pogo's dictum, "If you're
not part of the solution, you're part of
the problem."

GOOD CHRISTMAS LIST SUGGESTION
Give books. an ASD subscription, or an ASD gift certificate!

New Books Available from ASD:
TEACHING CLOGGING
$7.00
SID STYLING
$4.00
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING
$10.00
Please include $1.00 postage & handling on all book orders. 11 50 for ABC'S.
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A month when thoughts turn to Thanksgiving and our heritage Is an opportune
time to read Lionel and Catherine Bourdler's experience in discovery and the second
in Dave and Ann Robison's series . Both point up similarities in today's dancing and
that of the past. The Bourdiers have been square dancing for 10 years, round dan
cing for 8, teaching rounds for 5, and are immediate past presidents of the Louisiana
SID Association. The Robesons submitted a thirteen-Item bibliography for their article, testifying to their research and reading. Next article In the series will feature
Memphis and railroads as the soldiers marched to the Civil War: "Blue Belles, Gray
Belles and the Tracks to Memphis." Look for It.
Caller Al Eblen, our almost-regular feature writer poses an apropos question, and
caller Ted Nation of California writes a short story that we hope many dancers will
not "enjoy" completely.
Brandon Dupre sent a feature on clogging, which will answer the question, "What
Is it?", still being asked in spite of the activity's growing popularity. Other features
Include a poem by Mary Halsey, puzzles by Erma Reynolds and Joan Huegel, and
short features by Charlie and Edith Capon, Thad and Marilyn Jackson, and Harold
Sparks. A Thanksgiving feast of reading enjoyment— Happy reading!

Square 'Em Up with Hi-Hat it Blue Ribbon Square Dance Records
BRAND NEW ON HI HAT
HH-5022 LADY IN THE BLUE MERCEDES by Tom Perry
RECENT RELEASES ON BLUE RIBBON
BR-228 OLD BLACK MAGIC by Jerry Murray
RECENT RELEASES ON HI•HAT
HH-5021 MY HEART by Jerry Schatxer
HH•5020 FREE AND EASY by Joe Johnston
HH-5019 MY OWN KIND OF HAT by Ernie Kinney
HH•5018 SEND ME DOWN TO TUCSON by Ernie Kinney
HH•5017 COCOANUTS by Tommy Cavanagh
PRODUCER Ernie Kinney Ent_ 3925 N Tollhouse Rd Fresno CA 92376 (Ph 209-227.27640
DISTRIBUTORS COrsair.Continenlal Corp. Boa 644. Pomona CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc Box 216 Bath OH 44210

Ilanhurses
P.O.

TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE
Wappingers Falls NY 12590
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has been stalled by our business involvement. Round dancing is something
we are going to do when we get "a round
tuit." Don't send 'em, folks, we've
already got all the round tuits we can
use.

NOMPINGIWAMPOVAIV
It was a shock to see my name under
"In Memoriam" on Page 56 of the
September American Squaredance
magazine. I have checked with
Ponderosa Hall and was advised that
the name should have been George
Schachner of Hicksville, Long Island,
N.Y. I live in the Scotia area and I'm sure
that some folks could easily assume
that the notice referred to me. I would
like my many square dance friends to
know that I am alive and well, and still
calling and dancing after more than thirty years.
George P. Schacher
Burnt Hills, New York
Thank you for the well-written article
in the August 1980 issue of your
magazine. I find your magazine to be a
big help for a budding caller. We have
some mutual friends in Howard and Juanita Cowles of Michigan and, of course,
Gene Trimmer, who has kindly given me
much assistance and encouragement.
Sam Houston
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico

3 GREAT GIFT IDEAS!
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NEEDLE NOTES VOLUME II WILL
SOON BE AVAILABLE.

LINE DANCE MANUAL
VOLUME I
by Grant F. Longley, Ph.D.

45 LINE DANCES (Solo Dances)
INCLUDING MANY FAVORITES
Also... •Choreography • Definitions of
Line Dance Terms ... MUCH MORE!

SOLO DANCE MANUAL
(LINE DANCE MANUAL)

Reading through the September 1980
issue of ASD— all(?) about the National
SID(?) Convention. Was there any round
dancing there?
Steve & Blanche Antolich
Springfield, Ohio
ED. NOTE: We stated that our recap of
the convention was from our point of
view, which is mostly the inside of a
booth, and the activities in which we participate. We welcome articles from
round dancers; we never have enough
round dance material that is apropos.
For the moment our round dance activity
6
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+OR SC/UMW 1.1ANCERS

A PRACTICAL
O
HOMEMADE
GUIT
SQUARE DANCE
CLOTHES
for new and
experienced
dancers.

VOLUME

II

by Grant F. Longley, Ph.D.

"PICKS UP WHERE LINE DANCE
MANUAL, VOL. I LEAVES OFF"

41 Additional Dances
Order all three fine books from:
The New England Caller, Box NC, Norwell,
MA 02061 — Each book: $5.00 Add 75E
post. & hand. when ordering 1, 2 or 3 books
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This month we'd like to fling a little
plane talk at you to start things off. I've
become sort of an active airport/airplane
observer, with all ttle high flying opportunities I have, and sharing some observations now and then may give you a rise
or a yawn, depending on your mood.
Many morsels of information can be
gleaned from a set-mate you happen to
sit beside, especially if it's a long flight.
A friendly "hello" usually starts the conversation, and then we "take off" conversationally and geographically.
Quite often I become an elderconfessor, or younger-confessor, or
eaves-drop-ortunist, or even a shouldercryee, as the occasion demands. Often
I'm simply a people-watcher, waiting for
a flight. It's rather fun. There are all
those real-life actors, playing their
natural parts on the stage of an airborne
727 jetliner, or creating mini-dramas in a
terminal lounge, letting me peek — oh,
so gently— into the very outer fringes of
their clever endeavors, route routines
and lively livelihoods.
Pardon me if some of these assorted
sorties have been exposed in this column before, but I'm going to regenerate
some generalities and specify some
specifics all about fly-folks. (Heavens, is
there any way we can stop you? —Coed.)
Amencen Squeredance. November 1980

Let me start by saying that it is
tremendously refreshing to hear a
stewardess "ad lib" the phrase-worn
spiel about seat belts and emergencies
and such. I know the speech by heart,
and I'm awfully tired of hearing "oxygen
mask will drop automatically" or "run into unexpected turbulence" or "exits in
the forward part of the cabin" or "your
seat bottom can be used as a flotation
device." Sometimes I lean back, close
my eyes, and think about all those seat
bottoms bobbing buoyantly and girlishly
on some hypothetical azure sea somewhere. (Is that what you were seeing as
you snored in my ear all the way home
the other day? —Co-ed.)
I like the remark made by one gal one
time:
"We have a heavy load today, folks,
Hope we get into the air. Please don't
put your whole weight down on the
seat."
Or this one:
"No matter what the card says, folks,
don't hand me your airsick bags after being used. I'm allergic to them."
A pilot's voice came over the speaker
once:
"We're going to land either in Sitka,
Alaska, or Denver, Colorado, depending
on how well our navigator functions."
Or another pilot, another time:
7

"We tried to contract six beautiful Persian veil dancers for your entertainment
today, folks, but they were unavailable,
so you'll have to settle for the six
stewardesses we've got today."
What a comic relief that is.
One time, somewhere over Montana, I
think. a silly stewardess went a little
stage-struck and actually did a one-girl
act for us at the front of the cabin. She
modeled hats lifted from passengers,
tried to sell items handed her as an auctioneer would do, danced, and made us
laugh for half an hour, all in good taste.
We all gave her a standing ovation at the
end of the trip. I hope she didn't get
criticized by her fellow workers. It was
beautiful.
Another time a very attractive
stewardess rode beside me because she
was off-duty on that flight and had to
"pick up a leg to Atlanta" or something
like that. (Stewardess jargon, you know.)
But she lost her cool as she somehow
lost her contact lens in the seat area
somewhere. She told me not to move as
she searched every inch of her person,
my person, the seat, the floor and nearby
areas. Finally we were both squatting
down between the seats peering under
our respective cushions. appearing to
fellow passengers like two religious
cultists at prayer, no doubt. Finally we
both breathed easier when she made
contact with the contact. (I'll bet you got
a somewhat detached retina eyeing her
as she eyed the eyepiece. —Co-ed.)
Speaking of pretty girls, I sat next to a
co-ed (The other kind of co-ed— Co-ed.)
returning to her college somewhere over
Kansas. She was trying to decide
whether to marry a guy out there or stay
single. After hearing all the pros and
cons, I played "Dear Abby" and told her
to "go ahead, by all means, marry the
guy." She seemd pleased at my advice.
I'll always wonder whether she took it
and took him.
OTHER GREAT AIRWAY ADVENTURES
(as straight as we remember them....)

DALLAS DILEMMA— Just a passing
scene: Woman struggling to get to her
plane with a heavy baby under her arm
and a toddler on a leash. The toddler had
a teddy bear on a leash. I wonder if the
teddy bear got away from the toddler.
ALASKAN NIGHTMARE— Question: Do
counter-prayers cancel each other out?
Sitting in the airport in Seattle, waiting
for an already three-hour-late Alaskan
Airline flight to Juneau were two groups
of people. In the first group were Sitkabound passengers, praying that the
flight would hurry and leave before dark,
so the plane could land as scheduled in
Sitka, or else they'd be forced to fly over
Sitka and be stuck in Juneau for an overnight layover. The rest of us were praying that the delayed plane would fly over
Sitka and go directly to Juneau so we
wouldn't have to completely cancel out
important one-chance performance
plans. Providence and the setting sun
smiled on our group.
WINCONSIN HONEYMAN— I learned all
about beekeeping from this guy who
was also a part-time preacher. We both
became so engrossed in bee problems,
by the time he got around to discussing
my wayward soul's status, the plane had
landed and we went our separate ways.
(He on the high road and you on the low?
—Co-ed.)
OREGONIAN ORSON WELLSHMAN—
This was the strangest case to date. All
across the country this doom-peddler
beside me said he had had a genuine
premonition that this particular plane
was going to crash, and he had taken
out hundreds of thousands of dollars of
insurance that morning. Boy, was I
relieved when we landed safely in
Cleveland. and he merely shrugged.

NEW ORLEANS WEE DAME VS. GREAT
DANE— Outside the airport. waiting for
her ride, a tiny girl was trying to push her
huge pet into its travel box, and the
animal wouldn't budge. A helpful fellow
nearby tried to help, and the dog almost
took his arm off. So I didn't offer. Neither
did anyone else, and the girl was stuck
with her own problem
8
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SALT LAKE SORTIE— It was 100
degrees and no shade. The plane was
already a half hour late as we sat there,
waiting to take off for points east.
Everyone was grumbling. Then the pilot
announced that all passengers destined
for the third leg of the trip would have to
get off, in order to lighten the plane. As
they departed, I learned a few new cuss
words I'd never heard before— from normally well-composed Mormons, yet!
LOS ANGELES MOVIE MOGULS— Yes,
right in the Los Angeles airport I
witnessed a bit scene of a movie being
made. They were shooting their "star"
against an airport crowd. Ham that I am,
I walked past with the crowd several
times, hoping to get shot. But I never
saw myself in a "flick" and an agent
never called to sign me to better things.
(Cheer up— a "star" that never rises
cannot fall. —Co-ed.)

worth a sma,i fortune There was no
return address, so A couldn't return it to
B. (Sigh.)
I could go on and on with these kinds
of bon mots about my tour de monde but
I'm running out of space. There was the
time I tried to carry too much on board
(three cases, including records, PA
system and speaker) and learned my
lesson. As I stumbled off the plane with
my excess baggage, I tripped and fell.
Records skittered everywhere. I did a
perfect split that would be the envy of a
Dallas cheerleader.
The cancelled flight fiascos! Oh, the
agony! Read "Meanderings" of 7/74 or
7/72 or 12/77 or 3/79. (Who saves
magazines that far back? —Co-ed.)
I've forgotten more experiences that I
remember in the last score of years.
That's the trouble with getting older. In
fact, there are three reasons why it is
tough to get older. One is that you lose
your memory. I've forgotten the other
two.
Excuse the iack of details on places rye visited late
ly. I'll get back to that next month, including Pekin, Illinois; Battl• Crook, Michigan; Fontana, North
Carolina; Bedevils, Illinois (St. Louis area): Tulsa.
Oklahoma, and a whole lot more

THE TAMPA TYCOON— Flying to Tam.
pa I listened to a "filthy rich" retiree and
world traveler tell about a strange experience in India. Believe this or not.
This rich person (A) found a purse
belonging to rich person (3), containing
almost $20,000 in spendable cash, plus
many more thousands in checks. A searched the exclusive hotel for B, and the
purse was returned B tried to give A
several thousand dollars reward. A
refused, since A needed no money. Two
months later a delivery man came to A's
door in Tampa and delivered an unsolicited gift, a one-of-a-kind inlaid and
delicately carved ivory and ebony table.
Arnencen Soueredance, November 1980

CHAPARRAL RECORDS
1425 Oakni Drive
Plano TX 75075
214-423-7389

MUSIC PRODUCED BY
JOHNNY GIMBLE

Chaparral „
HOEDOWNS
C101 Take One— Beryl
C102 Roadrunner Romp— Jerry
C103 Excelerator Spec— Gary
C104 Smooth and Easy— Ken
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Ken Bower
Jerry Haag
Beryl Man
C-405 Robin Hood— Beryl Main
C-105 Saturday Night— Ken Bower
Flip: Callerlab Basic Prog. 1-37
C-406 Pecos Promenade— Beryl Main
C-507 My Baby's Gone Away— Ken Bower
C-107 Devil's Dream— Beryl Main
Flip: Callerlab Mainstream
I'll
Be
—
Ken
Bower
C-508
Clanged
C-306 The Devil Went Down to Georgia— Gary
C-106 Sunday Morning— Jerry Haag
Flip: Callerlab Ext. Program 1.54
C-307 Sugarfoot Rag— Gary Shoemake
C-308 Texas Bound And Flying— Gary Shoemake
C-206 Great Balls of Fire— Jerry Haag
C-3502 LOVIN' YOU BABY—
Ken Bower Gary Shoemake
ROUND DANCE RELEASES
C-604 BUBBLES by John & Wanda Winter
C-801 YOU CAN HAVE HER by Ray & Bea Dowdy
C-901 BLUE RIBBON BLUES by Clancy & Betty Mueller
C-1001 BLUE MOON CHA CHA by Charlie & Betty Procter
C-1101 GOODY GOODY by Wayne Norma Wylie

Wayne & Norma
Wylie

John & Wanda
Winter

Charlie & Body
Procter

LINE DANCE
C-701 Music In Me
by Johnny Winter

t
Clancy & Betty
Mueller

Ray & Bea
Dowdy

ROADRUNNER
RECORDS

Dick Reuter

Jerry Story Randy
Doug erty
li
t

RR-401
Somebody Special— Dick Rueter
RR-104
Whenever You're Around— Paul Marcum
RR-501
Jump Shout Boogie— Randy Dougherty

40- 4
4A
Wayne Baldwin Paul Marcum

RR-301
Livingston Saturday Night— Jerry Story
RR-203
Magic Carpet— Wayne Baldwin
RR-103
Fan the Flame— Paul Marcum

Coyote

ott inn.
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CR•101 IT FEELS GOOD
Buddy Allison
CR-201 WHEN I'M GONE
Bob Elting
CR-301 CLAP YOUR HANDS
Scott Smith

Buddy Allison

by Al Eblen
Wichita Falls, Texas
• r l°
Good manners are man's minor moral
rules by which we conduct ourselves in
our association with other people.
Courtesy goes far beyond good manners. Courtesy is the conduct that
makes and keeps us civilized. Without
courtesy we would have no civilization.
Courtesy consists of things, such as
consideration, cooperation and
generosity.
Consideration of other people and
their wants and desires is very important. Being concerned with new dancers
is one especially important item. If you
care about them, you will dance with
them. Some people would never pass a
partial square of new dancers, but will
sit until the square is filled, and then
jump up and start a new square. In this
case, it may be that good manners were
fulfilled but courtesy was lacking. Consideration of club officers and willingness to help with club activities is so
very important. The dancers who sit
back and just dance but who do not
belong to a club and go only as visitors,
are not considerate of square dancing or
square dancers. They are not "paying for
their raising," as the saying goes. They
are often unhappy people.
If you are considerate, you will help
the caller with lessons. You will
welcome visitors to dances. You will
help with refreshments. You will help
clean up the hall. You will dance with the
caller's taw, and perform other needed
activities. If you are really considerate,
you won't just "brighten the corner
where you are," but brighten the entire
hall.
American Squareclance. November 1980

Cooperation goes with consideration.
We must cooperate with each other as
dancers and callers. Any caller or club
program will fail if enough people fail to
cooperate. Most lack of cooperation is
just doing nothing. One thing that kills
cooperation is our square dance buts. "I
would help, but I'm going out of town."
"I would help, but I am so tired after
working all day." "I would help, but no
one asked me."
Generosity is very important to square
dancing. Are you generous enough to
square up, when a student caller is going to call? Many people are not so
generous. to remember that all callers
were beginners at one time. Are you
generous enough to bring refreshments.
even though you did so at the last
dance? Are you generous enough to stay
in the club and work, even though you
were not elected in your bid for president?
A person is courteous because he
owes it to himself, not because of some
rule of good manners. A person is
courteous because he thinks it is important and because he wants more than
anything else to be courteous. When you
look into the mirror, putting on makeup
or shaving, do you really like the person
you see? Do you see a courteous person,
one whose every action you are proud of,
or could it be that you are just a little
ashamed of that person you see in the
mirror?
Remember, a courteous person is a
happy person, and most of all, courtesy
is what keeps us civilized.
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CALLER—LEADERefc4
DIRECTORY
Contact these callers for
bookings and information.

Jim Davis. River View Mob. Est.
Sp. #257, 3611 "I" St NE
Auburn WA 98002
206-852-5733
Now Booking 80-81-82

H

Bob Fehrmann
218 Charmers Court
Kirkwood MO 63122
(314) 965-2631
Full Time Caller/Dates 81-82

Fred Bailey
PO Box 2 (612-358-44E6)
Rush City MN 55069
Former S/D Workshop Editor
Of This Magazine
Perry Bergh
Rt 1 (606-758-2427)
Florence SD 57235
Any Time, Anywhere!

Chuck Marlow
3795 Pamela Drive
Gahanna OH 43230
Weekends & Holidays
Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Middlefield OH 4.4062
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth

Gordon Fineout
2512 Delta River Drive
Lansing MI 48906
(517-321-4372)
For the Fun of It!
Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597)
501 Gridley Ave.
Akron OH 44306
Dance to the calls of the
"Silver Fox" Booking 1980-81
Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10
Midland MI 48640
Now Traveling Full Time

Sian Burdick
216 Williams St
Huron OH 44839
THE Meandering Man

Dave "Hash" Hass
PO Box 37
East Hampton CT 06424
Now Booking 1980-81

Webb Mills (614-366-3776)
315 W. Myrtle Ave
Newark OH 43055
Traveling Weekends & Holidays
Glen Pyle
2220 Juliette Ave
Fort Wayne IN 46804
219-432-7682
Booking for 80-81
Wes Taylor (814-836-38481
364 West St.
Groveport OH 43125
Weekends & Holidays

Ken Gilmore
2715 LeBoeu! St.
Muskegon MI 49441
Dance More with Gilmore!

Mike Callahan
147 North Ave
Hilton NY 14468
Calling/Traveling Full Time

Willie Harlan
PO Box 338
Vinita OK 74301
For the Best In Square Dancing

Walt Cole (801.392-90781
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403
Contra Caller Clinics,
Workshops & Dances

Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
All New Spiral-bound Calendars—
$3.50 each, 80-81-82

ft. S. •
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SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
P
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Catalog upon request.
8 Handling
One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX ARIZONA 85011 • 16021 279 5521
S.
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by Lionel & Catherine Bourdier
Houma, Louisiana

W3MAIM, Z
One afternoon, at that terrific National Convention in Memphis, our club
caller chose the "Callers Panel" room as
a place for us to meet. We arrived early
and decided to sit in on the discussion.
We thoroughly enjoyed it!
One of the subjects covered was the
use of mixers (easy rounds). and contras. One point that particularly drew our
attention was the suggestion of introducing very basic mixers on the third
night of square dance lessons, not only
for variety, but in an effort to help the
new students with their timing and also
to encourage smooth dancing. As round
dance instructors, we do not teach
rounds at the same time square dance
lessons are being taught, although this
is the practice in some areas. But a mixer. we think, is a good idea. The
panelists (all well-known callers) believed that squares and rounds go together.
That was nice to hear. Another thing that
happened in Memphis was the scheduling of square dances in the round dance
rooms. One evening, in the intermediate
round dance room, we square danced to
two fine national callers. Round dancers
should never forget that squares and
rounds go together.
From time to time articles have apAme,,can Saueredance. Novembe , 1980

ill©UHD)
peared locally and nationally regarding
the history of round dancing. Most have
showed much effort to research the
past, in an attempt to show how round
dancing evolved to the present day. This
past year we read an article in a local
publication that must have been written
by someone who did not like round dancing, who did not think squares and
rounds should go together. Everyone is
entitled to an opinion, even it it is not a
traditional square dance one. Hope this
person was able to attend the Callers
Panel at the Memphis Convention and
learn how leaders on the national level
feel concerning this subject.
With squares and rounds in mind, we
would like to share with you something
that happened to us recently. We returned to the family home for a visit. and
while there. went browsing in the attic.
Among the mementos, antiques and
junk, we ran across an old box containing sheet music that had been bound
together in hardback volumes. A relative
several generations back had been a
music teacher and we ended up in
possession of some of her treasured
music. We took it back home and at
leisure began to thumb through the
volumes. The first thing we noticed was
13

the absence of a date. Book after book
with no date. We were down to the bottom of the box, the last volume, when we
discovered one of the pieces of music
was written in honor of the United
States Centennial, 1876. But the surprise was yet to come. The work was entitled "Centennial Varieties," for piano,
by Narciso Martinez. It contained three
waltzes, a polka and a mazurka. At first
glance the work seemed to have lyrics
written between the lines of music. Upon
further inspection, the surprise was the
discovery that the words were directions
for movements for quadrilles, written for
each of the different rhythms. We were
amazed at the similarity of the dances
then to dances today. In one of the
waltzes, the directions were similar to
movements used in square dancing today. "The first gentleman invites successively the four ladies commencing
with the lady on the left...Ladies join
hands and turn to the Ieft...Turn partners...All form a square dos-a-dos in centre...All waltz around." The polka used
terms we still use in round dancing.
"Forward and back two...Chasse to the
right...Turn with left hand...All polka to
the right...Balance." The mazurka
resembled present day contras. "First
couple turn with both hands to the centre...Moulinet of three...Forward
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two...Turn with left hand...First and opposite couples cross over." We sat there
for the few moments, stunned, elated!
Eventually we realized that even a hundred years ago, people liked variety.
They used different music rhythms and
dance styles.
It is a known fact that one hundred
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caller.
We are proud to know that the
squares and rounds we dance today are
descended from those danced over two
hundred years ago. Time has taken care
of the evolution of both squares and
rounds. Time has also proven that
squares and rounds not only go
together, but have been going together
to charm and delight many people for
generations. May our country continue
to enjoy squares and rounds, an
American heritage, for generations to
come.
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The Belles oil eke Ballo
From "Greensleeves"
to the Disco Belle In
"I Love the Nightlife"

by Dave and Ann Robeson
Houston, Texas
Writing to American Squaredance,
traditionalists protest "the current rat
race to use any and all new
movements." They emphasize, "Square
dancing is the American folk dance; the
modern version is only a part. We can
see the joy of being a part of the traditions and heritage of this great land of
ours," what the February 1980 coeditorial calls the American heritage.
How practical is this idea on the square
dance floor?
This article examines the history of
this line of dancer thought and how its
effect appears in modern western style
square dancing.
Today's American square dancer differs from the folk dancer of European
countries where the states— such as
Portugal, Italy, Germany and England—
followed rather than preceded the nation
or folk, sometimes by centuries. From
the beginning the peoples of the English
colonies on what is now the Atlantic
coast of the U.S. expressed a strong
desire not to follow in European
footsteps. They foresaw a special
destiny with an American literature,
language, art and dance which differed
in Important ways from even the English.
About 1750 they began expressing it
through the self-governing principles
which only the British allowed. Thus,
modern American square dancing has a
freedom of expression bordering on
anarchy. It changes continuously and is
still developing. And since the American
Revolution of 1776 followed so closely
on the heels of the dancers who fought
it, they put their brand on the political institutions and symbols of the state, the
United States of America. Their sentiments, steps, music and lyrics are incorporated in the Declaration of InAmerrcen Soueredence. November 1980

dependence, Statue of Liberty and the
Star Spangled Banner. Thus, the dancer
is not long a part of the American tradition, Americans are a part of the movement of dancers.
But how does the American heritage
in square dancing appear at the typical
dance? How does it differ from its
English, German, African or other international heritage, especially the
English, which is still the only teaching
language of consequence in this country? There are a few French expressions
such as do-si-do and allemande, referring to French and German dances. The
present method of teaching, more terse
than the thousands of pages of
manuscript in medieval dance manuals,
is about the way a 17th century
Englishman, John Playford, left it in his
collections of stylish dances, The Dancing Master. The four-couple square
derives from an 18th century cavalry
figure, the quadrille, which originated in
Italy or France. Square dance rhythms
arrived from all over the world. One
wonders how it ever came to be called
American at all.
The authors noted this in 1971, after
over a decade of square dancing and
reading the usual histories. Since then
we have reviewed hundreds of books
and articles outside the field of square
dance literature. The conclusion found
is that the urge readers express for their
American heritage or for an American
folk dance is the latest attempt of
several which have appeared periodical.
ly throughout U.S. history. These attempts come during times of national
crisis and reevaluation of the premises
by which we are supposed to live.
Illustrative examples are to be seen,
but perhaps not recognized, in every
15

issue of American Squaredance. John
Durang, an early American theatrical
dancer and ballroom teacher, shuffles
his hornpipe with a disco beat in "I Like
the Nightlife," by the D'Aloisos, No. 2 in
the Top Ten Advanced Rounds last
February. In Pulse Poll and Round
Dance Reviews, an old figure from the
French ballet, the jete (a short jump)
leaps into an advanced waltz, "All
Alone," by the Palmquists, and "Around
the World" by the Tulluses. An old song,
the 500 year old "Lady Greensleeves." a
round in Playford's 1686 edition, once
more is set waltzing by the Doyals of
Dallas. Sally, the 200-year-old "Girl I Left
Behind," with whom both Billy Yank and
Johnny Reb marched into the Civil War,
mixes in with modern square dance
figures by caller Red Warrick of East
Texas. The example of Durang, the colonist, is still followed: square dancing
brings the best features of world dances
and their music to American social dancing.
Durang's story will link American
square dancers protesting today with
those protesting almost 200 years ago in
an identical manner. He can easily lay
claim, both as a patriot and as a dancer,
to being the first American square
dancer, because no American had
before "ever acted, danced or sung on
the stage." He was hired by the old London Company, renamed the American
Company, after "seeing him dance at a
ball in Philadelphia." The time was 1783.
after the fighting but before the peace
treaty with the British, ending the
Revolution.
John's father was born in Strasbourg,
Alsace-Lorraine, and the family in York.
Pennsylvania, spoke French or German.
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Following the bitter winter at nearby
Valley Forge, the family moved to
Philadelphia where John, perhaps having been motivated by listening to
British musicians billeted in his home,
wanted to be taught. He said,"The correct stile of dancing a hornpipe is the
French stile, an allemande, and the
steps of a country dance." (The
allemande, a French word for German,
was a 16th century court dance in which
the gentleman turned the lady under his
arm and vice versa.)
After a short sucess. which was due to
an evasion of the law banning theatrical
performances and balls, he was forced
from the stage by better trained European dancers when the peace treaty was
signed. But he learned quickly and
regained his position as an equal.
During the War of 1812 with the
British, John and his sons, Charles and
Ferdinand, served at North Point.
Baltimore, during the bombardment said
to have inspired Francis Scott Key to
compose his poem, "The Star Spangled
Banner." Ferdinand set it to its present
music, that of an old English drinking
song "Anacreon in Heaven," singing it
for the first time on the stage of the Holiday St. Theater, Baltimore, as Charles
led the chorus. Not until after the war did
Americans again try to establish an
American culture and dance. The Civil
War years produced the first widely
recognized American composer, dance
musician Stephen Foster, whose music
is still widely used in TV commercials
and modern American square dancing.
All that remains of the Durangs is the
music for the hornpipe entitled
"Durang," in Lloyd Shaw's 1939 book,
Cowboy Dances. (Would Lloyd have had
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a hard time explaining a sailor's dance
in a collection of modern western
cowboy dances?)
What was happening in North
America during this period of history
amounted to only a European sideshow.
In Germany, dancers complained even
more pointedly than those in American
Squaredance. In the Tanzkalender of
1801, one read protests of English style
dances, contras, introduced by the rising middle class over a hundred years
before:
"Our figure dances without
character and expression, the most artificial and ridiculous footplay, the empty changing of sets, the alternation of
these dead geometrical figures, is
nothing but sheer mechanism. They
stamp around and leap to the rhythm
and call that dancing. The beautiful art
(the aristocratic minuet style) has sunk
to the level of ordinary physical exercises, characterless tripping."
The new dance found to have sufficient character, the waltz, a closecoupled turning dance, was
rediscovered in the South German countryside. Its rise is illustrated in a letter
from Czechoslovakia, January 15, 1787,
from contra music composer and
Austrian dancer, Mozart: "At six o'clock
I went with Count Canal to the so-called
Breiten, a rustic ball, at which the flower
of the Prague beauties are in the habit of
assembling. I saw with wholehearted
pleasure how these people jumped
around with such sincere enjoyment to
the music of my Figaro, which had been
turned into all kinds of contres and
Teutsche (waltzes)." He referred to his
comic opera, The Marriage of Figaro, in

In the years which followed in the U.S.,
rapture and other intensified joy
became excessive. In the American
square dance manuals of the 1830s
dance description ran a poor third to
history of the dance and etiquette, including toilette. Gentlemen must remove
their hats, not make passes at partners
and not spit on the floor. At his famous
New York Dancing Academy, Allen Dodworth and his wife Cally emphasized
that the dancing school was not a place
of amusement. Their book, Dancing and
Its Relation to Education and Social
Life, with a New Method of Instruction,
was also entitled A complete guide to
the German Cotillion (contras and
quadrilles) with 250 figures. Charles
Durang's book, The Ballroom Bijou and
the Art of Dancing, containing the
figures of the polkas, mazurkas, and
other popular new dances with rules for
polite behavior appeared about 1855. Bijou, derived from the French, meaning
finger, refers to a small dainty, usually
ornamental piece of delicate workmanship, a trinket. Charles evidently considered his book a small gem among
such works of art.

Aaron Lowder Jerry Eliggerstafl

Thomas
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which the cast, including the maid,
Suzanna, dances a fandango— a fast,
Spanish waltz.
Do today's dancers need what the
Dancecalendar said was needed then:
"The true dance must have character,
soul, expression passion, and imitate
nature, not studied and measured steps,
but joyful intensified movement, not
stylized make-believe, but living actuality, not consciousness but ecstatic rapture."
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by Ted Nation
from Blue Book, California

PERSPECTIVE
A Square Dance Fable

"Hello." Shirley picked the phone up
on the second ring. It wasn't Tom.
"Hi Shirley. This is Jean. You guys
goin tonight?"
"I don't know, Tom's working. Someone ran into a telephone pole or
something and his crew is repairing the
damage." It seemed like it was going to
be a bad year for the phone company.
Lots of service interruptions, mostly
caused by traffic mishaps. Tom was
working a lot of unscheduled overtime.
"Let us know. If you're going we'll pick
you up and go to the dance together. Bill
says it should be a good dance. Gaylund
told him that anniversary dances are
usually big."
I hope we can dance. It would be embarr..."
"Oh don't worry Shirley! Gaylund said
that this is going to be a mainstream
and quarterly selections dance and that
is what he taught us in class."
I sure hope so. We love square dancing but it's only fun when you dance."
Tom and Shirley Peck and Bill and
Jean Andrews met and became friends
while learning to square dance. They enjoyed the lessons and were confident
that their caller, Gaylund Hall, was the
best at whatever it is that square dance
callers do.
After having taught the class what he
called the mainstream material, he
began on another group by the name of
Quarterly Selections. In June the class
was terminated. There is some question
as to whether the class was terminated
because the time was up or because the
quarterly selections had been absorbed.
Proficiency taken into consideration
would tend to discredit the latter
possibility. Time had run out; classes
generally wither during the summer
vacation months.
June had arrived.
The class graduated.
American Squeredance. November 1980

"Ding! Dong!" The door bell.
"Shirley they're here." Tom said as he
opened the door.
"Hi Tom, glad you guys could go with
us."
Bill liked Tom and hoped he could
keep him dancing. The problem was that
Tom's enthusiasm was flickering,
flickering as the light of a candle
fighting not to drown in a pool of melted
wax. Each time he got blasted by calls
from beyond his knowledge the light
grew weaker.
"Bill, you sure we can dance there?"
By now Tom's question was predictable.
"Yea sure I'm sure. Gaylund said this
would be a good one to go to. The flyer
said MS ' QS and Gaylund said that we
can do that good. And if he calls
something we don't know, so what? We
probably won't be the only ones."
"That's true. Well, let's go." Shirley
had joined them and all three were walking to the car where Jean was waiting for
them.
Even this seemed odd because up until just a few weeks ago three couples
would have been going together instead
of just two. The Andrews' neighbors
graduated from the same class as did
these four.
Bill said, "I saw George today. He and
Ruthie are going bowling tonight. I sure
wish we could get them dancing again."
"Me too," said Tom. "They're a lot of
fun. Those were some good times when
we went to the halfway dances. It's too
bad they quit."
"They didn't even make the first dance
after graduation," added Shirley. "The
pie thing made George mad. He said he
felt like a fool."
Glowing with the customary aura of
new dancers, a combination of nonconfidence in newly acquired skills and
thrill over having acquired them, they
came unsuspecting to the last class
19

night, the graduation party. Blindfolded
and barefooted, they gingerly danced
around imagined pies. When you're
blindfolded and told not to step in the
pie, a wet sponge in a pie tin is a pie. The
new dancers were embarrassed and redfaced. The onlookers were entertained;
and laughed.
Gaylund was unhappy. The club didn't
take it very well when he told them he
didn't want to do the customary initiation gags. They considered him a party
pooper and a bore.
The club president said, "Awh. come
on, Gaylund. What's the problem? It was
o.k. when they did it to us; why isn't it
o.k. now?"
"It never was o.k. We just didn't know
any better. It's never o.k. to humiliate
people."
It's too bad that people can't accept
the thoughts of a radical thinker on their
merits. Instead, one's ideas are generally gauged by the amount that they differ
from the norm; if the gulf is too great
they are disregarded as harebrained.
Hence, the graduation initiation rites
were observed. Happily that was several
weeks behind them as the four friends
left for this dance.
After the dance was over the foursome stopped for a pizza. Stopping for a
snack after a square dance is a well
known and honored tradition. At this
traditional after-dance feasts of pizza
and beer or soft drinks or milk or
whatever, the topic of discussion is
almost always square dancing.
Throwing her thoughts to any who'd
catch them, Jean said, "It was a good
dance... don't ya think?'•
"Not bad," said George. "He's got a
nice voice."
"Gaylund's better.- added Shirley.
There were some things we didn't

know." It was apparent from Tom's face
that as he spoke he was trying to think
of the names of some unknown
maneuvers.
Turning to Jean, George asked,
"Honey, do you still have the list
Gaylund gave us?" A Callerlab program
list was produced. George mumbled
something about the bible of Gaylund's
religion, "the First Church of Callerlab"
or something similar. The other three
thought it was funny.
"Where is co-00000r-din-ate?" asked
Tom, mimicking the way the caller had
called it.
Reading the list, George said. "Plus
"Yea, and lo-00000ad the boat"
chimed Jean.
"Plus 2."
"How about that gear thing? Turn the
gear or spin the gear or something?"
asked Shirley.
"Spin chain the gears," corrected
George importantly.
"Yea, that one. Where is it?"
"Plus 1."
And so went the night. They laughed,
and ate pizza and drank beer and talked
about square dancing until well into the
morning.
One week later, Saturday, the phone
rang at the Peck's house. Tom answered
it, "Hello."
"Hi, Tom, this is Jean. We missed you
last night at the club dance."
"Yea. Well.... we went bowling with
George and Ruth."
"Instead of square dancing? Why?"
"Well, we know the rules in bowling.
They don't change and we don't break
them. Bowling is more fun because
bowling alleys don't advertise one thing
and force you to accept another. They
don't trick us.'

ATTENTION CALLERS & DANCERS!
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CLOGGING
by Brandon Dupre
Slidell, Louisiana

From the bluegrass states of the
Smoky Mountains it comes. Tearing
through the country, it's taking on
followers wherever it goes. Many people
are falling victim to it. Even the most
devoted square dancers are attracted to
it. It offers something new, something
different, something exciting. What is
this relatively new form of dance that
many people are claiming is the alternative to square dancing? Clogging, a
combination of many different dances,
is becoming as popular as ever, and is
drawing many of its recruits from its distant cousin, square dancing.
Although open exhibitions attract
most of clogging's followers, many
square dancers who have become bored
and are looking for more variety in their
dancing have turned to clogging
because it contains many of the
movements learned in square dancing.
In fact, many people who start out with
clogging also take square dancing to
learn some of the movements required
for clogging. It follows that people who
have tried both forms of dancing claim
that clogging is harder because much
more coordination is needed. But according to Richard Hughes, an instructor
for clogging, "People make it harder
than it really is."
Unlike square dancing, clogging
dances involved planned routines that
are practiced ahead of time. These
routines are made up of basic steps that
are put together in sequences of three or
more to form movements. Some of the
steps are: toe, heel, step, brush, slide.
drag. rock, double toe. If these steps
American Souaredance, November 1980

sound familiar, it's because they are all
used in tap dancing. Clogging has tap
mixed into it, but its origins reach into
the mountains. The mountain folks had
a form of this dance called "buck dancing."This has since been refined into the
art it is today. Now besides square dancing, tap dancing and buck dancing, clogging also has a mixture of an Irish jig in
it. Clogging can not only be done in a
square; it can also be done in line
dances and freestyle.
Clogging uses many different types of
music; rock and roll, pop, disco,
bluegrass, and country and western.
Even songs as contemporary as "Staying Alive" are used. Many times the
same songs can be used for both square
dancing and clogging. Just about the only kind of music that can't be clogged to
is the waltz.
A person interested in learning how to
clog should find out if there are clogging
lessons being taught in the area. If not,
there may be a square dancer who is
knowledgeable enough about clogging
to teach. But when a person learns how
to clog, he or she must still practice
about 90% on his own, besides what is
done with a club.
Apparently clogging still has a room
to grow. Movies like "Urban Cowboy"
and "Coalminer's Daughter" strengthen
the popularity of it.
Its members say that it is not just a
passing fad, but most do admit that they
will return to square dancing. But in the
meantime, they continue to square
dance, mountain style!
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Vaal TALK

Why quarterly experimentals for
mainstream dancers? The alleged
reason given to us by Callerlab for a
selected few, new movements
periodically is to reduce the number of
figures exposed to various dance
groups. We are to be more systematized
in the use of workshop materials at
clubs and open dances so that all are doing similar movements and are rationed
to the number. All clubs are asked to be
taught these selected creations for the
benefit and coordination of all concerned.
What a thorough waste of our time
and energies this has been over the
years since the Quarterly (system) has
been in operation. I am surprised that
the esteemed caller group would be a
party to such an agonizing experience to
many dancers.
How many of the movements selected
are now gone and lost forever to the
mainstream groups who dutifully had to
learn some excellent creations and
some oddball patterns that are now
either in the Plus or A categories or mercifully gone.
Let us take for example; coordinate, a
disaster at other than the basic set-up. I
believe this is mostly due to lack of good
teaching for this one. How about grand
parade? A good pattern movement for
qualified dancers, but how beneficial
over all to be included in the quarterlies.
There is so much written these days
about the extra teaching and
movements to learn. Is it any wonder
when some of these creations come and
go so quickly and are lost to this group
forever?
We are not complaining ourselves of
the various figures taught, as we feel we
are mainstream dancers who appreciate
an introduction to anything. A good
workshop to us can be the height of a
dance experience, and a good evening or
party dance can be the most satisfying
of emotional experiences in the activity.
I feel the new movements should be
introduced at the plus categories or
above until they are decided upon for
further and continual usage. The
mainstream group for their workshop in
22

club or open dance affairs could be
selecting items from the Plus 1 and with
continued dancing experience delve into
Plus 2 items. At the same time, new
movements being introduced into the
Plus categories and above could eventually be added to that particular
category and filter down for workshop
usage.
Not all dancers in the mainstream remain in that category. As one decides to
move along, he will already have had an
experience with a number of selected
movements of that category. To him,
nothing has been wasted, no time lost in
teaching that goes nowhere.
I am not talking about the dance function labeled workshop where new
movements and/or selections from the
categories above are chosen.
We would appreciate any comments
on our point of view.
Hugh Armstrong
Regina, Saskatchewan
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GUIDELINES FOR
SQUARE ANGELS...

by Harold Sparta
Hanahan, South Carolina

Never ose sight of the fact that you were once a beginner, and tr: you
made your share of mistakes. Regardless of the time you have been dancing, it is still possible for you to make a mistake.
Your attitude in the square may shape the attitudes of future dancers. The
student looks to you for help and guidance, not censure and criticism. Patience, as always, Is a virtue. It is your job to set the example, both as to
conduct in the square and for the execution of the movements.
Rough handling of the student, or pushing, is undesirable. Instead, point or
motion to show a position.
The caller is the teacher. You teach only by example. Encourage the student to listen to the caller (as you do) and to ask the caller to re-explain or
have the movement demonstrated so all may benefit.
Do not attempt to explain a movement or tell the student what he did wrong
In the square. You only take his attention (and that of the others in the
square) away from what the caller is trying to teach. Between tips you may
explain to the student what he is doing wrong on the movement, in a tactful
way, of course.
Don't belittle a student either by words or by facial expression even if he
seems to have three left feet or is in a fog.
Don't slack off yourself because things seem to be going wrong in your
square. You need to be even more alert and more precise in your
movements at these times to illustrate by example.
In square dancing, as in life, always treat other dancers as you would like
them to treat you. You can't go wrong with the Golden Rule!
The student looks up to the Square Angel. Make sure you deserve to be
"up" there!
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NEW RELEASES
RH 601 I Feel Sorry For Anyone
Who Isn't Me Tonight
by Darryl McMillan
& Tony Oxendine
RH 602 Sweet Desire
by Tony Oxendine &
Darryl McMillan
RH 100 Breezin Easy 8 Outlaw
Patter
RH 210 Chain Gang of Love
by Darryl McMillan

Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp

Darryl
McMillan
RH 211 Miracle Express
by Darryl McMillan
RH 305 Shadows of Love
by Bill Terrell
RH 501 Pretty Woman
by Tony Oxendine
RH 701 Angeline by Kedh Rippeto

Bill
Terrell

Tony
Oxendine

RECENT BEST SELLERS
RH 103 Picker Patter Patter
RH 209 if This is Just A Game
by Darryl McMillan
RH 304 Sweet Fantasy
by Bill Terrell
RH 503 Back On My Mind
by Tony Oxendine

P.O. Box 880, Lynn Haven, Fla. 32444, Phone (904) 265-2050
American Squaredance, November 1980
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Wattijk Cluipet Da-Si-Da/1a
by Thad & Marilyn Jackson
When the school bell rings this
September, the Waugh Chapel Do-SiDo'rs will being their fifth year of dancing. Participation in this after-school activity club is voluntary and open to any
fourth, fifth or sixth grade student at
Waugh Chapel Elementary School,
Odenton, Maryland. Seventy-one
students registered for the activity in
September, 1979. Membership has
grown from three boys and seven girls in
1976 to 23 boys and 35 girls who completed the school dancing year in May.
1980.
Meeting on Wednesdays, dancers are
taught modern western-style dancing
steps. Proper courtesies, attitudes and
compassion are encouraged. The youngsters are there because they want to be;
no grades are given. Attendance records
are kept and parental approval in writing
is necessary for participation. The
dancers are a cross-section of students,
talented and not so, quick and not so,
but each one is important to the other
seven in the square, and that makes
each one important.
Small groups of dancers have traveled
to nearby schools for demonstration
dancing. For the past three years, the
entire group has performed for several
hundred interested spectators at the annual Odenton Day celebration. A
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specialized group of dancers, called
"Wheels," memorize dance routines and
exhibit their talents as part of the program also.
A photo display of the DoSiDo'rs' activities was included in the exhibit at the
Anne Arundel Board of Education
Building during School Volunteer Appreciation Day.
Each sixth grade dancer is recognized
during the promotion exercises. A personal note from the leaders is included
in the promotion packet. 31 of the group
were promoted last June; the group this
fall started with about 25 experienced
dancers.
One day in May is square dance day at
Waugh Chapel. A complete square
dance program, including square, round
and line dancing is presented. Two performances are required so all students
and many parents can see the program.
Square dancing is also included in the
school's program at Arlington Echo, an
outdoor education facility in Anne
Arundel County. The principal of the
school. Robert Masters, supports and
encourages the program. Many children
ride buses and must be picked up by
parents when they stay after school.
Parental support is essential for this
after school activity to be successful.
Continued on Page 74
Amer,can Sauaredance. November 1980

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION®
JUNE 25. 26.27. 1981
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON
Did you receive a Scotch pine seedling at the
1968 Omaha convention? In the promotion of
"Seattle Is Fine for '69." Washington dancers
distributed 13.600 souvenir seedlings to
delegates attending the 17th National Convention
in Omaha in June of 1968. The seedlings were a
gift of the Kirk Company of Puyallup. Washington.
Your '81 Seattle Convention would appreciate a
present day snapshot of that 1968 seedling. All
pictures received will be posted on a display board
in the registration area of the Seattle Center Flag
Plaza Pavilion. Pictures will be captioned with the
name of the person and the location of the tree.
The initial picture has been received from Lee and
Lucy Manning of Burlington, Iowa. The tree.
presently 16-18 feet in height. is planted in Lancaster, Missouri Send snapshots to Don and
Helen Hulin. 8504 59th Ave SW. Tacoma WA
98499.
Share our 'state of contrasts." It
would be difficult to find anywhere, in a
comparable area, the scenic grandeur
and varied land forms that we have in
Washington.
In this second most populous of the
western states, you can go from urban
areas with sophisticated entertainment,
major sports and nightlife to peaceful
pastoral scenes in a matter of minutes.
From sea level you can reach the mountains in a short time.
The Cascade Mountain range divides
the state into two distinct parts. The
range includes majestic Mount Rainier,
which at 14,140 feet dominates the landscape, and Mt. St. Helens, the active colcano. The western part of the state
ranges from dense rain forests to lush fir
forests while western Washington has a
warmer dryer climate and ranges from
semi-arid lands to the rolling hills of the
Palouse. The Palouse produces some of
the highest yields of wheat of any place
in the world, while the Yakima and
Okanogan valleys are known for their orchards.
The Columbia river, third largest in
North America, sweeps its serpentine
course from Canada to Oregon and furnishes the irrigation water to transform
former semi-arid lands into rich
Amerocen Squeredeoce. November 1980

farmlands. Largest of eleven dams on
the river, Grand Coulee has the largest
hydroelectric turbines in the world.
Enjoy Washington's three national
parks, seven national forests, 8000 fresh
water lakes and 100-plus states parks,
as well as the urban areas.
Seattle has cool summers, ideal dancing temperatures, and contrary to
popular belief, has less rainfall than
many major cities in the east and
midwest, averaging 34 inches per year.
Washington is easy to reach by highway,
rail or air.
The '81 convention is sponsoring
several tours offering outstanding and
interesting features of the great Pacific
Northwest: Tillicum Village. Battleship
Missouri, Land and City Water Tour,
Boeing 747 Plant, Mt. Rainier National
Park and a Cruise to Victoria, B.C.
Who knows? By convention time, it
may be possible for a tour (overflight) of
Mt. St. Helens and the devastated Toutle
River valley.
For tour information write Manny and
Dorothy Miner, 9605 37th Ave. SW, Seattle WA 98128.
Registrations for the Seattle convention should be sent to PO Box 898, Lynwood WA 98036.
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We need each other" is the motto of
Al Brundage, Earl Johnston and Dick
Bayer's callers school, which was held
at Hartland, Michigan last July.
My husband, Chuck, had signed up for
this workshop several months in advance, hoping to get some new pointers
on styling, teaching, choreography,
whatever new these pros were offering.
The three days were filled with so
much information he was glad he had
taken his tape recorder along. There
were many rewarding moments in store
for him.
Everything was run very professionally, but thrown in was a wonderful touch
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440 So. 104 E. AVE.
TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74128
(918) 838-0890
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of humor and the fun of getting acquainted. The three instructors are very
serious about their teaching, but do it in
such a way that it seems easy, relaxed
and fun.
Enrolled in the workshop were advanced, beginning and brand new callers who
had never called a dance. The class was
divided into three, and by the last night,
all callers were singing and calling "like
nightingales."
"We need each other," kept cropping
up throughout the days. Everyone was
pulling for the other callers, and it made
us want to pass this on to all of our
dancers everywhere right away. No prejudices were displayed; the one black
couples captured all our hearts. Dan'l
was another example of everyone sharing what they had with him. He came
from college to live in his car while learning to be a caller.
Chuck received much more from the
workshop that he had anticipated.
Along with the new professional
teachings, he relearned the old things
that were highly stressed; to be human,
and giving, and especially to keep the
fun in square dancing. All of this was
taught very well by three of the finest
men we know in the calling profession:
Al Brundage, Earl Johnston and Dick
Bayer.
Bev Warner
Saginaw, Michigan

NEW RELEASES
SOS 1001 FULTON COUNTY FAIR by Warren
Mosely
SOS 1002 TULSA COUNTY HOEDOWN
SOS 1003 ABLE BODIED MAN by Mel Carter
SOS 1004 HOW MUCH TIME DOES IT TAKE by Mel
Carter
SOS 1005 ARE YOU TEASIN' by Maurice Poanalto
SOS 1006 THREE TIMES SEVEN by Mel Carter
SOS 1007 SUPPER TIME by Warren Mosely
SOS 1008 THE SHELTER OF YOUR EYES
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Bob and Georgia McArthur of Grove,
Oklahoma, model the outfits Georgia
designed and created. The dress is pink
with a navy blue jumper. Georgia chose
navy so the dark color would show
through to do the shading. She chose
pink poppies for the larger flowers, with
white daisies and yellow centers, and
smaller flowers in blue and purple. The
foliage is painted in shades of gold and
green. Because the skirt is made in eight
gores, Georgia designed two patterns to
be alternated around it.
Material should be 65% polyester,
35 0/0 cotton. The paints are acrylic; a
nylong flat bristle brush is used.
After the flower pattern is designed, it
is traced on the fabric using white
graphite paper. Georgia tacks her
material onto a firm surface for painting.
Paint should be mixed into three pools
of values for best shading. Pick up paint
with brush and lightly work into fabric.
Brush needs to be washed frequently
due to paint buildup, but paints must not
be thinned.
When finished, the painted
design should be pressed on
the wrong side with a cloth
dipped in vinegar water. A polyester setting on the iron is best.
Bob's shirt is also navy blue with the
main flower design repeated on the
back. A perky white daisy sprouts from
the front pocket.
Georgia and Bob were wearing these
eyecatching outfits at the convention in
Memphis. Georgia says they are "fun to
wear." Because you design your own,
the outfit is "one of a kind."

SPECIAL!
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DANCING DANCERS

x 23/4 " Badge, Design As Shown.
With Name, City,
and State

Naine
TOWN. STATE

Only $1.75
Includes Postage
All Popular Colors:
Green, Blue, Red,
Yellow, Black,
Brown, White.

Enclose Check With Order.

KYLE'S ENGRAVING
2021 Burke Dr.. Kingsport, Tenn. 37660
615-247-1949

AMEIIIC£1, Soueredeoce. November 1980

92 50 each . 50c Snipping
Colors. Red. Blue. Green. Brown. Biack
Yellow . Pink . Fluorescent Red. Orange
Send Chock or Money Order to.
MEGIE'S SIGNS 8 ENGRAVINGS
11883 Solzrnen Road, Cincinnati OH 45242
No C 0 'a — Dealer Inqulrle■ Invited
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Rochester Shoe Store
for your Square and Round Dancing
footwear needs . . .
"THEATRICAL"
for Round Dancing

"COAST" Ringo

$21.90

$16.90

+F $22.90

51 ACK
VVH , TF

EEG

,E $23.90

STYLE E

MANDY Round Dancer $27.90

"BILLIE" by Coast

"PRANCERS" 1 st Quality

$24.90

$14.90

AM Leather

N-M-W WIDTHS

BLACK
WHITE
RED

STYLE D
WHITE. BLACK SMOOTH. BLACK PATENT
GOLD. SILVER. NAVY RED. BROWN

GENUINE
®

DEERSKINS

FOR SQUARE DANCING OR CASUAL WEAR
MEN'S
REG $44

$34.90

1

Brown, Black, Bone, Luggage Tan
SIZES 7 TO 13 ALL WIDTHS
STYLE A OR B-MEN'S

WOMEN'S t ob A
REG $6.
l 90
STYLE B: MEN'S
STYLE C: WOMEN'S

STYLE A
FOR MEN ONLY

Oyster (Bone), Luggage Tan
SIZES 5 TO 10 WIDTHS N and M
STYLE C FOR WOMEN ONLY

COLOR SIZE WIDTH

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAIL ORDER TO:
Add $1 75 per pair Postoge & Handling
Check, VISA or Mosterchorge accepted
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ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, NY 13211
(Syracuse) Phone (315) 454-9334

by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine

25 YEARS AGO— November 1955
In the editorial, Rickey Holden explores "Who dances" and states, "But
the (statistic) which might possibly
come as a surprise, especially to nondancers, is the evidence that square
dancing is probably the leading participatory recreation for mature people.'
In a club where there are several
"levels" of dancers and the more accomplished dancers are getting
restless, Vernon Steensland of Syracuse
says, "Try Pilots." A pilot group is usually composed of five to nine couples getting together informally on a different
day than the club dance. As a member of
the pilot group, a dancer has some
privileges: polishing details of dances
done by the club, learning dances too
difficult for the club as a whole, perhaps
leading the pilot group in a simple dance
which he can later call for the club and
spending a part of each pilot session
just dancing with the other nimble
dancers. He also has some responsibilities: demonstrating figures for the
club, exchanging places with dancers in
other sets that may be having trouble,
being ready to be half a couple or to help
fill a set even when he meant to sit this
one out.
From Canadian News Notes: "This
year the Central Canadian Exhibition in
Ottawa and the Royal Agricultural
Winter Fair in Toronto have cancelled
their square dance competitions. Two or
three other large scale exhibitions have
had great difficulty in getting sufficient
entries to make a contest worthwhile."
The article goes on to describe the
natural phenomenon of a three or four
year cycle through the years. "Don't be
surprised if contests are once again very
much to the fore about 1957 or '58."
Amerrcen Squereclence. November 1980

10 YEARS AGO— November 1970
The Pacific Coast city of Seattle is the
home of the Silver Spinners, a group of
square dancers confined to wheelchairs.
They travelled at their own expense to
the recent convention in Louisville
where their exhibition received a standing ovation. Making their acquaintance
while at the convention, six couples
from the Riptides of Virginia Beach on
the shores of the Atlantic have ventured
into "Coast to Coast Cooperation" and
are undertaking a national project to
seek ways and means to send the Silver
Spinners to New Orleans in 1971. Their
goal is a minimum of $2500. to allow five
couples to attend. "A journey of a thousand miles begins with you taking the
first step."
Feedback from the August editorial
about bad publicity on the challenge
convention came from Ed Foote, chairman of the convention: "The fact that
the Cleveland Plain Dealer said our
dancers were competing for a title was
inexcusable...the reporter printed exactly the opposite of what he was told." On
caller incomes: The reporter merely used
rough figures without the backup information he was given, and thus his comments gave a distorted and unrealisltic
picture." "It is regrettable that you object to the use of the term 'best' in
describing the dancers at our convention...Challenge dancers spend
countless hours workshopping and improving...three times the number of calls
know...same
grace
and
to
smoothness...naturally the people who
have achieved proficiency in challenge
dancing deserve to be called the 'best,'
because they are."
Other comments on the challenge
convention reported by Lester Keddy in
Continued on Page 75
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ROUNd DANCE ROUTINE ChECk
by Charlie & Edith Capon
Dixie R/D Council Newsletter

of a letter from the record company
authorizing such use.
Bob Osgood of Square Dancing and
Stan and Cathie Burdick of American
Squaredance have earned the respect of
the entire dance community for their
willingness to identify and provide
leadership in the solving of dance
related problems. Jack and Alma
Bassett of Round Dancer have now earned this same respect for this most innovative approach to resolving a problem which has concerned thinking
round dance teachers, dancers and
choreographers since the beginning of
our activity.
The door is open for Bob and Helen
Smithwick, Cue Sheet, and Mel and
Nadine Fortune, QTR TRN, to earn this
same respect for themselves and their
magazines by joining with the Bassetts
in this most worthwhile endeavor.
The Bassetts have provided the
leadership; now we must all help. Let the
Bassetts know what you think of the procedures they have developed. Personally, as round dancers, teachers and
choreographers, we feel that twomonths
may not be long enough to determine
whether a routine will "go." Three months might be better. That would insure
input from groups who select quarterly
rounds.

Finally someone in a position to have
an impact is attempting to do something
about multiple dance routines to a
single piece of music. Briefly, this is how
it will work:
Round Dancer magazine will accept
phone calls and letters from composers
proposing to write a routine to a certain
pop or ballroom record (814-466-6012 or
PO Box 130A, Boalsburg PA 16827).
The first composer will be allowed
thirty days to send the magazine a
record and cue sheet during which time
the magazine will not publish any other
routines received which are written to
the same record.
Additional routines to a record which
has been "spoken for" will be placed in a
"hold" file for a reasonable period of
time after the first routine has been
published, to see what kind of a
response the first routine receives.
If, after a reasonable time, perhaps
two months, a routine falls flat and is
not accepted, the second routine will be
published.
Each applicant for a given record will
be told the number of other applications
which have been received.
Cue sheets for new round dances written to round dance label records will be
published only if accompanied by a copy
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records

A-004
YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME
Csller. Jack (WO Lolcht
A-003 PAPER DOLL
Also: A-H001 PICK-A-DILLY/SAXY LADY
D••• and Somme Hvry
14306 lake toed
• i6A, wood Mono.

WA 911036

RECENT RELEASES

A-001 EVERYBODY'S REACHING OUT
A-002 SHOWBOAT GAMBLER
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BUSY SQUARE DANCE CLUB HAS TIME TO HELP SCHOOL
The Scatter 8's of Wells County, Indiana, are really kept busy, not only with
monthly dances, lessons, visiting other
clubs, but now they've taken on a whole
school!
The Scatter 8's of Wells County got
their name from the fact that their
members are scattered throughout the
county. Members range from third
graders to senior citizens. Two couples
have met and married since taking
lessons together. The club members
have participated in street parades and
have held free dances during 4-H fairs
and city street fairs.
The most complimentary thing that
happened to them was to be asked to
work with an area school during Music

Appreciation Week. The club spent the
whole day working with each class during its music period. The children were
divided into squares and taught as many
of the basic steps as time would allow.
They enjoyed the change from routine
music classes and were quite enthused
by learning that they could catch on to
square dancing so easily. The Scatter 8
members felt their time was well spent,
and that they had bridged the generation
gap through music.
The Scatter 8's hold club dances on
the fourth Saturday evenings in Bluffton,
Indiana, at the 4-H Park and extend a
hearty welcome to all dancers to join
them for fun and fellowship.
Jessie Melton
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hil KozlowSki

RECENT RELEASES
CC-553 Coward Of The County (Jim Melton)
CC-554 First Thing Each Morning (Phil)
CC-555 Good Old Boy. (John)
CC-556 I'd Rather Go On Hurtln (Bob Poyner)

John Griffith

'Jim Melton

ger Ever(Wiggles

NEW RELEASES
CC-5S8 Sea Cruise (Edgar Everett)
CC-559 Friendly Family inn (John Griffith)
CC•580 Willie Whalen and Me (Phil Kozlowski)
CC•581 Torpedo (Jim Congleton)
CC-562 Lying Eyes (Edgar Everett)
CC583 A Song In the Night (Bob Poyner)

SEVEN C S RECORDS

Al McAlpin
RECENT RELEASES
7C•101 Holding the Bag (Al McAlpm)
7C.102 Country Girls & Cotton Eyed Joe (Bill Stiehl)
COMING SOON
7C•109 Looking For Love

Amend'', Squeredence, November 1980

Bill Stiehl

1409 Sheffield
erste
Sheffield AL
35660
Phone
205-383-3575

NEW RELEASES
7C-104 Sexy Lady (Ramon Marech)
7C-105 Tequila Shelia (Fred Drouant)
7C•106 I Cam* Here to Square Mince (Bill Stiehl)
7C.107 The Champ (Posey Holbrook)
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EEDBACK

I am afraid that this letter is not going
to be popular among the "elite" of
square dance calling, but common
sense and just good old "what's right is
right" training tells me that it must be
written. I am sure it will probably be only
one of many that you will receive on the
same subject.
The subject is Lee Kopman's couple
up. There is nothing wrong with the
figure. It flows well enough to be a
Quarterly Selection and it is certainly
easy to teach, but why, why, why did Lee
have to use the same name as another
call that has been around for years? The
original couple up is easier to teach and
has an understandable literal meaning.
It doesn't really bother me that Lee
used the same name as an old friend.
What does bother me is that all of the
note services and now Callerlab have accepted this without a single comment
about the duplicity. Can it be that Mr.

Kopman, the master, is above our
reproach. I would hate to think this.
Please understand, this letter is not
meant to be critical of Lee, but of the
system.
I have been calling over 20 years and
have written a couple of items that were
used until their time came. One of these
is rip the line which received quite a bit
of play 15 years ago. In time it ran its
course, which is to be expected, and I
don't ever expect to hear from it again.
However, if someone came up with a
new definition of rip the line, I would
then cry foul, partly out of pride and partly out of an effort not to muddle the
waters any further. We have enough
duplication of terms and use of words
that are so similar only a trained voice
manipulator can have them understood.
We do not need any more.
Oops! I just realized I used the word
"duplicity" in paragraph three, which of
course means "deception." I meant to
use duplication." My apologies to Lee
on this point. I assume this was not his
intent.
Don Pfister
San Diego, California

2ND BERMUDA
S& R DANCE FESTIVAL
AND WORLD CONVENTION
Sponsored By: Bermuda Dept of Tourism
Hosted by Mid-Ocean Promenaders
Square Dance Club of Bermuda

JANUARY 4-11, 1981
SQUARES
Dick Jones
New Jersey

ROUNDS
Jim Purcell
Massachusetts

Flights from all key cities—
ELBOW-BEACH HOTEL
(Convention Headquarters)
For Registration Form:
Bermuda SID Convention
P.O. Box 145
Avon, Mass. 02322
32

Chuck Stinchcomb Charlie & Bettye Procter
Maryland
Texas

Convention hotel rates at ten hotels
Varied Levels of Dancing
Panels
Clinics
Workshops
and
Beautiful BERMUDA
•
Amencen Squaw:lance, November 1980
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BUMPER STICKER FOR A TURKEY
American Souaredance. November 1980
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A
GRAND
SQUARE
DANCER
Marge Richardson of Hartland, Vermont, is possibly the only square dance
teacher-caller who is a greatgrandmother. She has seven children, all
married, ninteen grandchildren (nine
married) and ten great-grandchildren, of
whom the oldest is seventeen. Marge
has been doing western square dancing
for over twenty years. She and her second husband were active dancers until
his death in 1970. Marge then went back
to her club as a single and soon
discovered that she spent most of the
dance sitting on the sidelines. After
about two years of that, she decided to
do something about it and went to a
local callers' school in 1973. That winter
she drove to Guadalajara, Mexico, and
taught square dancing three mornings a
week for three months using the Bob
Ruff teaching records. When she left,
the Americans in the travel trailer park
would have to dance to calls on records.
Incidentally, she was instrumental in
organizing the first official square dance
club in Mexico, the Tajo Twirlers, in San
Jose del Tajo Trailer Park, Guadalajara.
Two years later she decided to spend
the cold weather in Florida and became
a square dance teacher for the Port

Charlotte Cultural Center where she had
a class of 4 to 5 squares for ten weeks,
all senior citizens and many singles.
Marge has always encouraged widows
to learn to dance and some to take the
man's part as there are always single
women wishing to dance. She taught
several singles in her home town to
dance and some found partners and are
very active dancers. She dances both
parts herself and teaches and calls easy
squares and simple contras when the
opportunity arises. She has called at five
national conventions and has many
friends, most of whom know her as
"George" when she dresses in slacks
and ruffled shirt and dances the man's
part.
Marge now spends April to November
in Hartland, Vermont, and starting this
fall she will reside in Cloverleaf Forest
Travel Trailer Park in Brooksville,
Florida, for the winter months. She
wishes happy dancing to all, especially
single widows!
WADE DRIVER * PAT BARBOUR
BOB BAIER * KIP GARVEY
DAVE & NITA SMITH

7.)"
WET 0 R IYS

distributed by THE BARBOUR SHOP
189 April Pt. N., Montgomery TX 77358
713.588-2364
denier Inquiries welcome

RHYTHM RECENT RELEASES:
SINGING RR 139 When It Comes To Cowgirls— Pat
CALLS
RR 140 Rusty Ole Halo— Wade
RR 141 Too Good To Throw Away— Pat
RR 142 It's Alright With Me— Wade
RR 143 Hello Blues— Bob
RR 144 Love Me Over Again— Wade
RR 145 Breaking Up Is Hard To Do— Klp
RR 148 Hard To Be Humble— Wade
RHYTHM HOEDOWNS
RR 301 Rhythm Special— Wade
RR 302 Brandy— Pat
RR 303 Smooth 'N Easy/Hot 'N Sassy
RR 304 SmokIn'/Cotton Eyed Joe-Texas Schottlsch
RR 305

Callers who would like to receive
Rhythm Records directly may
write for Information.

Rhythm Cloggers Medley/Cotton Eyed Joe Hoedown

American Squaredance. November 1980
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Speaking Of

Singles

SOLO ACTIVITIES
The Singles Clubs of the Washington
Federation are planning many events for
solos at the National Convention in
Seattle in 1981. The Single Eights, Single
Stars, Solo Squares and East Side
Twirlers will host a trail's end dance on
June 24 and sponsor after-parties on
June 25 and 26 with the Singles U.S.A.
and Bachelors and Bachelorettes. All
will be held on the Seattle Center
grounds and exact locations will be indicated in your packet when you check
in at the Solo Information booth adjacent to the registration area.
On Saturday, June 27, the Seattle area
singles will host an after party at the
Eagles Aerie No. 1 Ballroom, 704 Union
Street in downtown Seattle. This party
requires pre-registration and is
restricted to those 21 years of age and
older. Squares, rounds and ballroom
dancing plus entertainment will be offered from 11 P.M. to 2 A.M. Cost per individual will be $5.00 to defray expenses
of food and refreshments. Registration
information is available from PO Box
334, Renton WA 98055. Register early for
the party: space is limited.
Housing for solos is available at Seattle University. All rooms are double occupancy and fees are nominal. Meals
are available on campus if desired.
Check in point is Compton Tower
located on the corner of Broadway and
East Jefferson. Bus service between the
University and Seattle Center is
available.
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1001 NIGHTS
Have you ever felt sorry for your poor
feet after three square dances in one
day? Or three nights in a row? Have you
ever heard of Norman Northam? As of
Tuesday night, September 2, 1980, Norman had danced 1001 nights in a row.
That's right. 1001! The gala celebration
was a Plus-One dance, held on the
historic night, at Elaine's Dance Center
in Granada Hills with Mike Sikorsky calling.
This whole affair began in December
1977 when caller Neil Grossman bet Norman he could not dance every night for
one week. The week then became a
month, the month a year, until 1001
became the magic number. Several
other people joined the wager brigade,
adding fuel to the fire. A few prizes Norman will collect are several dinners for
two anywhere in California, a new
square dance outfit, and a hairstyling.
Now there is a new wager on the line:
that Norman can't stop dancing. We all
have to wonder if this isn't one bet Norman is incapable of winning. After
discussion, Norman now feels he will
continue to complete at least three
years of nightly square dancing. Norm
usually dances in the Los Angeles area
but likes to travel on weekends. He has
danced in several states and also danced every tip at a 31-hour and a 32-hour
marathon, both for Muscular Dystrophy.
Norman has many interesting stories
connected with his dancing longevity
record. He danced on crutches because
of a pulled tendon. On Christmas Eve,
with no dance in sight, he phoned caller
John Reitmajer, three squares of friends,
and they all cheered up some local
hospital in-patients by dancing for them.
Norm has constantly met the great
challenge of one major threat to his dancing marathon— partner depreciation
He has danced with 54 different partners
during his streak, an average of one
every twenty days!
Norman's resourcefulness and
stamina are commendable indeed. If you
would like to contact Norman for any
reason (congratulations, maybe), his address is PO Box 3521, Van Nuys CA
91407.
Mike Sikorsky
Jay M. Metcalf
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What's new in square dancing? It
seems people are always striving for
something new, and this is doubly true
in square dancing. However, just like
jokes, most new things are just warmed
over reruns of what has gone on in days
gone by.
We get a kick out of seeing folks
promenade with the man's arm up
around the lady's shoulder and her hand
held up to meet his. So many who do this
think it is new. It isn't; that's the old Varsouviana position, the one we tried to
get rid of because men had a tendency
to get lazy and rest their arms on the
ladies' shoulders. (Ladies get tired, too.)
It disappeared for a while but some are
trying it again, we hope not for long.
Then there is the "skaters' promenade"
with the man's right arm around the
lady's waist and the lady holding her
skirt in her right hand. We don't object to
this one— it looks nice, but it is not new.
Dancers did that back in the pioneer
days, too.
The hip bumps and seesaw variations
have been around a long time, too, but it
seems each new group has to try them.
Perhaps we have no right depriving
dancers of going through that phase; we
did it too. But thankfully, most dancers
go through the phase and then drop it.
To us there is nothing prettier than

seeing a group of dancers dancing
smoothly, to the beat of the music, and
just doing the calls, not adding their own
variations, or not doing any shortcutting. That is square dance heaven!
How about the computerized mixing
of partners? That's new! Well, it didn't
take a computer in the old days for
friendly people to ask others to join their
square, or for the men to ask different
ladies during the evening. We recall we
used to have dances lined up four and
five tips ahead. Sometimes we didn't like
that, because without a list, it could happen that you would miss a dance. We did
that once. The lady was quite peeved
and we didn't blame her, but it was an
honest mistake and one we never made
again. The dance program was that
day's form of computerized squares, and
in some ways it was better. because it
was more personal.
It's amusing to think that since we
have danced and called for more than 25
years, we talk about the old times and
some folks think we're ancient. We're
still kids; we started very young!
One thing that is new is the level program of dancing. We are sure Callerlab
did not anticipate the divisive effects
this would have. What started out to be a
means of guiding dancers to the type of
dance they enjoy ended as a factor in
dividing dancers. So many think they
must set out to be the "best" or to dance
with the best. Who determines just who
the best are? Certainly not the level they
dance! There are some who dance the
very highest level who have no rhythm,
no sense of belonging with the multitude
of dancers. Of course, there are some of
these in the lowest level clubs, too. What
we are trying to say is that level of dance
Continued on Page 74

do paso shop petticoats
Nylon Marquisette
$21.95
30 yd. .
50 Yd.
$23.95
70 Yd.
$26.95

SATIN STRIPE
$26.95
35 Yd.
50 Yd.
$28.95
70 Yd.
$32.95

Most Colors
Available
Multi-color $3. more
$2.50 per petticoat. 100 Yd. on Request
Postage Handling
Skirts ($14.95) & Blouses ($8.95) Made to Order
DO PASO SHOP, 203 Vermont St., Buffalo NY 14213 — 1-716-885-9473
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Fill in all the blanks to complete the
message from arrow to arrow:

PLAID
PEPPY
PARTNER
SET
FIDDLE
HOEDOWN
PROMENADE
TWIRL
BARN
GINGHAM
GUITAR
SPIN
MUSIC
SKIRT
SET
SQUARE
CALLER
EXCITING
by Joan Huegel
Erie, Pennsylvania

Petticoats! They whirl! They swirl!
They're a pretty part of the square dance
scene. Unscramble the words that
describe what can be found in a
dancer's petticoat:
1. ELSFURF
2. SELCITA LINWSTAIE
3. LCROO
4. PESSINRCS
5. LONYN YNARODG
6. ERTSI
7. OUILTMOCLSR
8. SSLFEULN
by Erma Reynolds
9. NOTOCT OPT
Longmeadow, Massachusetts
10. EAYDRAG

ocar
na
dte
relator yal la
gl
gene r r
us
r ent e ado
al p
ter
not
tad
soul
Our
no
uk
val n
t end
h l s
abc
oper a ar
aok
r I
ab
bi bs
et
pl ano essence
not e
spl net s

Happy Tracks Records proudly presents
HTFI501 ONLY YOU, Cued Round by Hi & Cookie Gibson
HTR5O1A SAUCY TWO STEP, Cued Round by Jess & May Sasseen
Hisfof LET'S GET IT WHILE THE GETTiN'S GOOD.
Flip Singing Call by Bill Kramer
HTS102 I'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS,
Flip Singing Call by Skip Stanley
HTS103 FAIRWEATHER SWEETHEART by Bill Kramer
HTS104 YOU STOMPED ON MY HEART AND SQUASHED THAT
SUCKER FLAT by Mike Seastrom

10915 McLennan
Granada Hills, CA 91344
213-360-7513
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COMING SOON
THE DEVIL by Mike Seastrom
RAINED ON MY PARADE by Bill Kramer
I DON'T KNOW WHY by Skip Stanley
ALL BY MYSELF cued round by John & Fran Downing
THINKING OF YOU, cued round by Emmett & Monette Courtney

Amerocen Soueredeoce, November 1984

Calling Tips
by Gen.Trimmer
]

There are three phases to properly
teaching square dancing from the basic
basics through the so-called high-level
figures. The learning process in square
dancing is similar to the grade school
function of "show and tell." The order is
somewhat reversed and there are the
three phases because physical participation is the ultimate goal. The three
phases involved are basically "tell, show
and do" in that order of presentation.
The tell phase is accomplished by
stating the definition, in as simple terms
as possible, for the basic or figure you
are preparing to show them. This would
include an accurate word description of
(1) who can perform the action, (2) the
starting formation and position, (3) how
the action is performed and (4) the ending formation and position. The ability to
tell people what they are going to do,
how they are going to do it and where
they will be when they complete the action must be developed. Demonstration
to observing dancers is fine if you only
have one to five squares but beyond that
not everyone could see a demonstration.
The show phase is not accomplished
by the learners seeing the action performed except in those cases where the
heads can perform while the sides
watch. This is accomplished by the art
of talking them through the action, step
by step, to the completion point. In this
phase we make use of several key words

that keeps everyone together. Words
such as "Help me," "When I say go," "In
a minute," "Just the girls (boys, centers,
etc) will," and "Look to see," will help to
keep the learners in their place within
the action. This phase is commonly
called the "walk-thru" and when the step
by step, stop and go, phase is completed
we must walk them through the action
without a stop.
The do phase is now entered by starting the music with a good, solid beat and
calling them through the "dancing"
phase while they are all moving and
shuffling their feet in time to the music
beat. Dancing will be faster when done
to the music beat and will "feel" different than the "walk-thru." In this final
phase the enjoyment of movement is
brought forth. We experience a certain
amount of pleasure when we are able to
get through the flow of any geometric
function but that pleasure is magnified
when we can accomplish it in coordinated movement with others. The beat
of the music furnishes the timing.
Once we have completed these actions we have only to provide the practice necessary to mastery of the recently
taught movement. In this final time we
must make certain the dancers understand the formation and position as well
as the geometric flow. All during this
practice time we also must concentrate
upon listening for and dancing to the
music beat. Not all people can hear or
identify with the beat and we must allow
for that.
In summary we teach new and accomplished dancers alike by the process
of tell, show and do. The final mastery of
the action can only come through practice and that is where the true enjoyment
begins. Please remember to teach "styling" as you teach "geometry."

Kyle's Engraving
2021 Burk Drive
Kingsport Tenn. 37460
Phone 615-247-1949

Bodges for Clubs-Fans-Fun
Colo Toes-Buckles- Troph.es - Rubber Stamps

K

SAM'S HELPERS
An ,deal way to Sewn new and old calls Recommended for ex
periismed or new dancers Set consisrs of 8 brightly color coded
checkers ,n • clear plasfic bon Cornp•ct his to carry Can be
Wad anywhere
Use them and wideh your knowledge of square dancing increase
Designed especially for square dancers by a square dancer Mann
f•oured and sold by square dancers

PRICE: $6.95
Includes postage and handling
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by Bob Howell

easy I ev
Although snow is beginning to fly here in the north, "down under" spring is approaching. From New
South Wales. Tom and Chick McGrath send this smooth little round dance. They recommmend specific
music, but say that it will fit any 32-measure routine.
WALKING AND WHISTLING MIXER
MUSIC: Old Timer 51850 (or any good music)
FOOTWORK: Opposite. direction for M
INTRO. Standard, to semi-closed position facing LOD
1-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

FWD TWO STEP, FWD TWO STEP: FWD HITCH; FWD HITCH;
1-2 In semi-closed pos do two fwd two steps L.R,L.-: R,L,R.3-4 (Hitch 61 Fwd L. close R, step back L.-; Back on R, close L. step fwd R,-.
CIRCLE AWAY TWO STEP: TOG TWO STEP (to new partner); BANJO AROUND TWO STEP,
AROUND TWO STEP to CP;
5-6 Circle away in two two-steps. M moving back to new partner, ending in banjo pos
M facing wall.;
7-8 Banjo around clockwise in two two-steps end in closed pos M facing wall;;
BOX.: SCISSORS,SCISSORS;
9-10 Do full box step side L, close R. fwd L. Side R, close L, back R. -;
11-12 Scissors-step side on L, close R, XIF (W-XIB) to sidecar facing RLOD,-; step
side twd RLOD on R, close L. XIF on R (W-XIB) to banjo facing LOD. -;
TWO TURNING TWO STEPS;; TWIRL,-.2.-, WALK.-.2.•,
13-14 Blend to CP and do two turning two-steps to face wall:
15-16 As M steps side on L, XIB on R, W does RF twirl to semiclosed walk 2 slow
steps L & R.
Routine goes through 41/2 times.

Here is a trio dance that we learned from Bob Osgood of Beverly Hills, California. He calls
THREESOME
FORMATION. Threes facing threes around circle, one facing clockwise and the other counterclockwise.
MUSIC: Any 64-count music. traditional or current
COUNTS .
1-8
Circle lett eight steps
9-16
Circle right eight steps
17-24
In lines go forward and back
25-32
Right ends diagonally do-sa-do
33-40
Lett ends diagonally do-sa-do
41-56
Centers forward. turn contra corners.
(Center right, right opposite left, centers right, left opposite left.)
57-64
Lines face right. close up (left end of line closes up behind the right end person, and as
the center person comes out of the contra corner movement, that person falls in at the
end of that file. behind his or her other two partners), join the end of the line and then
all three person go single file bearing left around the opposite three, then face to the
right, facing a new trio (still dancing in the original direction either clockwise or counterclockwise).
NOTE Each dancer changes position in the threesome each time
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Virginia Callahan of Sacramento, California, wrote her own variation to "Summer Sounds." She states
that "It is such a waste to use the music just for the summer months," so she suggests calling it
WINTER SOUNDS
MUSIC. MacGregor 2051
INTRO, BREAK AND CLOSER:
(Circle left) Listen to the music of the jingle bells
The ling-a-ling-a-lingle of the old sleigh bells
Allemande left your corner, turn your partner right
Men star by the left, one time round tonight
Do-sa-do your partner, your corner allemande
Come back and promenade around the land
Here come winter sounds, the winter sounds I love.
ii

FIGURE:
Head two couples square thru, four hands but not far
With those sides make a right hand star
Heads star left one time around you do
With the sides, do a right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru three hands and then
Swing your corner lady and promenade the land
Here come winter sounds, the winter sounds I love.
SEQUENCE Intro. Figure twice heads. Break, Figure twice sides. Closer.
2. The crunching of the snow as the sleigh goes by
The scraping of the plates from the pumpkin pie
3. The patter of little feet running down the stairs
In hopes that old St. Nicholas will soon be there.
More on Page 77
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COPYRIGHT la E HOERSTRA 1976
FOR
.
CALLERS: To clarify some of the more confusing figures with just a few people looking for extra help
without having to get a demonstration square together A real boon to the caller wanting to work out
new ideas.

TEACHERS: To more clearly show just how a call is to be danced without depending entirely on vocal
instructions to novice dancers A valuable supplement for new classes.
ALL LEVEL DANCERS: To work out the call you just learned or one that you want to recall and settle
more firmly in mind. The pieces may be moves as in a game of solitaire or with lust you and your partner or any size group gathered around a flat surface. By using just one game figure you can test your
own ability and understanding of the latest calls by ending in the correct position facing in the right
direction.
KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood dancer figures with maonetic bases that will hold their
Positions on any steel surface such as ordinary TV tray tables. Instructions and coloring materials to
designate partners and corners at a glance. A square layout significantly numbered for positive positioning and facing direction. Self-examination test on the basic movements and worksheet forms for
developing new ideas.
........ .
PRICE: (Plus $1 00 postage & handling)
.. $8 95
Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax
Order from: Russell L. Hoekstra, 87 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106
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THAT;
"CONVI

...CONVERTED FROM A SPIRE
IN AUGUS

Standing proudly and solidly in downtown Ausii
a full century, this edifice now has a new purpose— sk

When Dave and Carol Stewart saw the building at 7C
tured to reality.

At first a small part of the building was used for a be
Gradually the Stewarts expanded their operations and [
church structure houses a music and book shop, a drivic
area, and an air-conditioned auditorium for square dam

Square dance programs have now been expanded
to include classes, workshops, clubs, and an annual su
setting for baton classes, private parties, business eve!)
worship services. Drop by the blue structure sometime
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HURCH

GOT
ERTED"
TUAL TO A SOCIAL PURPOSE
TA, MAINE

rusta, Maine, with a reputation for spiritual leadership for
are dancing.

r

0 State Street, they had a dream which now has been nur-

ook and square dance shop operated especially by Carol.
Dave did much of the remodeling himself. Today the old
ng school, a travel agency, an electronics lab and service
Ice programs.

6y Dave (who calls squares) and Carol (who cues rounds)

Jrnmer callers college in July. In addition, the hall is the
lilts, and — coming around full circle — Sunday morning
to see the "church that got converted...."
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WHY BE A LOSER?
(Message to C-3 and C-4 dancers)
by Lee Schwartz
Think twice before you make
derogatory remarks about your caller or
another caller, in his presence.
Think twice before you discuss merits
or demerits of a caller.
Think twice before you display impatience or Intolerance for calling
mistakes.
Think twice before you leave a dance
without a thank you for your caller.
Think twice before you decide your
caller Is wrong and you are right about
an interpretation of a call.
Think twice before you scream and/or
argue with your caller from the floor
(come to think of it, this one should have
a think three times).
Think twice before you offer an out-oftown caller more compensation than
your caller gets from you.
Think twice before you do or say
anything to show disrespect and strip
the caller of his dignity.
Remember your caller doesn't make
his living by calling your level of dance
and he deserves much better than what
you are dishing out.
Remember your caller Is human and
not a square dance machine, and he will
make errors lust like you do.
Remember your caller needs recognition and appreciation of his efforts and
of the time he sinks Into writing the
material you like.
Some of our finest C-3/C-4 callers have
quit the level and you, dear dancer, are
to blame for this. Others have cut back
in preparing and calling this level. As a
dancer you may not understand why, but
if you put yourself in the caller's shoes,
how long could you last with all the hassle and put-downs? The consensus of
opinion (and I have checked It out), is
that the callers feel it Just isn't worth it.
44

So you may win all the battles you
wage with your caller, and perhaps you
are 100% right on your viewpoint, but
after you win, and your caller quits C-3
and C-4 calling, who do you suppose
really loses?

Special
Christmas
Issue
Next Month
TEN YARD LINE
When your favorite team is on the "ten
yard line, third down, goal to go" there is
bound to be a quiver of excitement running through the minds and bodies of the
"old home team." We, at ASD headquarters, are presently excited about the
way our "ball game" is going as the busy
fall season kicks off. Let's check the
score....
We're doing a beginner's square
dance class at nearby Firelands Campus
Bowling Green University (sponsored by
the office of adult education) after
several years of not being involved with
beginners. Nice to get back in this "bush
league program" again.
We've mentioned our new equipment
In the office that will improve the
magazine— a giant computer-composer
to set type, "memorize" thousands of
pages of book and magazine copy; and
also our new label system for easier
mailing. (Check yours on this issue for
your expiration date.)
We just finished working with groups
in both St. Louis and Tulsa on MiniLEGACY programs, designed to
strengthen local leadership potential.
Are you setting up these programs in
your area? Ask for information.
We've got a new program on Smooth
Dancing. Ask for clinic information
and/or send 84 00 for the new booklet.
Finally, thanks for all the expressions
of loyalty to the "home team" we've
received lately. Don't forget to take advantage of your last opportunity to extend your subscription at 1980 rates
before we go up another dollar. Check
page 7.
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Among the world's friendliest S/0 Clubs

LEE
KOPMAN
Lee Kopman

Now Available
On Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2 Levels of Dancing

Come Dance With
Us!

Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our Two Couple Tapes. 6 Tapes In
a set. Each tape 2 hours of dancing.

Also Available— Our Newly Revised
Glossary of S/D Calls

For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793

Tuesday. November 18
Vaughn Parrish
Saturday, November 22
Bill Claywell
Saturday, December 6
Harry McColgan
Tuesday, December 9
Marshall Flippo
Tuesday. December 16
Ed Clark
WAGON WHEELERS HALL
Floating Maple Floor
Capacity 30 Squares
Summit Street Hill
Jackson, Ohio

-C111-1100&
RECORDS
Daryl CIPnden.n

Jr' ;c1 t-

Randy Dibble Gordon Suitor.

Jim Hattricr.

C-042 YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE by Joe Saltel
C-041 HOME LOVIN' MAN by Jim Davis
C•040 IN THE SHADOWS OF LOVE by Daryl
C-039 LET'S GET IT WHILE THE GETTIN'S GOOD by Daryl
C-038 IT SURE LOOKS GOOD ON YOU by Daryl
C•037 YOU'RE SIXTEEN by Gordon
C-036 CUDDLE UP A LITTLE CLOSER by Daryl
Rounds
C-1004 I WANT YOU, Cued round by Lloyd & Elise Ward

mar ,,,, Hu,

Jim Davis

H-101 I'LL LOVE YOU TONIGHT IN MY DREAMS
by Marlin Hull
H-102 THE SAME OLD WAY by Daryl

Order Direct or from your Nearest Record Dealer
Produced by Clendenin Enterprises. 7915 N Clarendon, Portland OR 97203
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110 Creative
A4 Choreography
by Ed Fraidenburg

TIMING
Number of beats required to dance each
basic In the MS program.
Courtesy of Callerlab
Definitions: SS: Static Square: Box: Box
1-4. OW: Ocean wave. TFL: Two-faced
line. FL: Facing line.
BASICS:
Circle: SS, 8 people full around: 16 beats;
1/4 :12; 1/2 :8; 1/4 :4. Box, 4 people full
around: 8; 3/4 :6; 1/2 :4; 1/4 :2.
Forward and back: SS, All: 8; Heads or
sides: 8; rock forward and back: 4;
balance: 4.
Do-se-do: SS, corner: 6; partner, 6; Box:
6; SS across set: 8.
Swing: Advancing skill, usually 4-8 beats
of music, used at caller's discretion.
Promenade: SS, couples full around: 16;
3/4 ,12; 1/2 :8; 1/4 :4; 4 people inside: 8.
Allemande turns: Full around: 8; 3/4 :6;
1/2 :4; 1/4 :2.
Grand right and left: 10; weave the
ring:10 (until you meet partner other
side).
Pass thru: SS heads or sides across set:
4; box: 2.
U-turn back: 2.
Spilt: SS, Couple 1 split couple 3, around
one to a line: 8; heads or sides pass thru
around one to a line: 8; around two to a
line: 10; to home: 12; Box, Insides split
outsides to a Ilne: 4; to home position: 6.
Couples separate or divide: 2.
Courtesy turn: 4.
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Chain: SS, two ladies across set: 8;
2/4 :10; four ladies across set: 8; ',4:10.
Do peso: SS, from start to finish of
courtesy turn: 16; to next call: 12.
Right and left thrfu: SS, heads or sides
across set: 8; box, 6; OW, 6.
Stars: Four people full around: 8; 1/4 :6;
1/2 :4; 1/4:2. Eight people full around: 16;
3/4 :12; 1/2 :8; 1/4 :4.
Star promenade: Four couples full
around: 12; ',4:9; 1/2 :6; 1/4 :3. Four couples
full around with back out at home: 16.
Inside out, outside in: 4; with full turn: 8.
Couples lead right or left: 4.
Circle to a Ilne: 8.
Bend the line: lines of four:4; six:4;
eight:4.
All around your left hand lady: 8.
Seesaw taw: 8.
Grand square: 32.
Box the gnat or flea: 4 (from point of contact).
Square thru: 4 people full:10; 3/4 :8; 1/2 :6;
1/4 :4. Box, 4 people full:8; 3/4 :6; 1/2 :4; 1/4 :2.
California twirl: 4.
Dive thru: box, couple diving: 2; couple
facing out: 6.
Crosstrall thru: SS, heads or sides
across set: 6; around one to a line: 10;
around two to a line: 12; across the set
to corner: 6.
Wheel around: 4.
Single file turn back: 2.
Allemande thar: SS, from allemande left
to point of back-up star: 12.
Shoot the star 4; full around: 8.
Slip the clutch: 2.
Half sashay: standard: 4; rollaway: 4;
ladies in, men sashay: 4.
Alamo style: Each balance: 4; each turn:
4.
Star thru:4 (from point of contact).
Couples backtrack: 2.
Turn thru: 4 (from point of contact).
Pass to the center: Box, couples facing
in: 2; couples facing out: 6.
Eight chain thru: Box, eight hands: 20;
four hands: 10.
Swing thru: 6 (from point of contact).
American Squareclance, November 1980

Flutter wheel: SS, head or side ladles: 8;
all four ladies, 12.
Sweep a quarter. Two couples: 2; all four
couples: 4.
Veer left or right: Box, 2; SS, heads or
sides: 4.
Run: OW, centers: 4; cross run: 6; ends:
4; ends cross run: 6.
Trade: SS, partner: 4; OW, centers: 4;
ends: 4; from TFL couples: 6.
Circulate: OW, centers: 4; ends:4; all:4;•
TFL couples:4.
Spin the top: 8 (from point of contact).
Trade by: 4.
Zoom: 4.
Wheel and deal: 4.
Double pass thru: 4.
"From point of contact" means exactly
that: if it takes you two steps or beats of
music to get to the contact point, then
add that to the numbers.
From facing lines spaced a normal
distance apart, such as when heads lead
right and circle to a line, your timing
would be the same as SS. If the lines is
closer to the other line, the timing would
be the same as BOX.
TIMING THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM
BASICS:
Centers In/out:2.
Cast off: (same facing direction) full:8;
3/4 :6; 1/2 :4; 1/4 :2.
Cloverleaf: 4.
Slide thru; SS, heads or sides: 6; Box, 4.
Fold: any fold: 2; any cross fold: 4.
Dixie style: SS, heads or sides to the
wave:6; all four couples to the wave: 8.
Spin chain thru: Box, 16.
Peel off; 4.
Tag: FL with pass thru tag the line, full:8;
3/4 :7; V2:6; 1/4 :5. TFL, tag the line full:6;
3/4 :5; V2:4; 1/4 :3; partner tag:3.
Curlique: 4(from point of contact).
Walk and dodge: 4.
Scootback: OW: 6.
Fan the top:4.
Hinge: Couples:3; singles:2.

A -"er,can Squareda ,ce Magazine's Workshop features original material submitted to the editor New
ideas are presented regularly Mail new and creative material to Ed Fraldenburg. Workshop Editor.
A mer ,can Squaredance PO Box 488. Huron OH
44839
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HINGE FAMILY
(Single, Couples, Partner)
DEFINITION: SINGLE: From any appropriate formation (waves, columns,
two-faced lines, etc.), arm turn adjacent
dancer one quarter In facing direction.
COUPLES: From lines, two-faced lines
do a half couples trade; lines of four do a
bend the line and veer left.
PARTNER: From couples, do half partner trade to end right shoulder to right
shoulder. NOTE: Partner hinge always
ends with right shoulders adjacent.
EXAMPLES by Ed:
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, couples hinge
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, couples hinge
Triple trade, couples hinge,
Ferris wheel, double pass thru, track two
Step thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, couples hinge
Crossfire, follow your neighbor
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Spin the top, boys run, couples hinge
Boys fold, star thru, ferrls wheel
Centers pass thru, all pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway
Swing thru, centers run, couples hinge
Triple trade, all wheel and deal, star thru
Double pass thru, promenade home
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Boys run, couples hinge, girls hinge
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne
Spin the top, boys run, couples hinge
Half tag, coordinate, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, couples hinge, triple trade
Center boys hinge, diamond circulate
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All girls trade, sides bend the line
Head men tag and run right to star thru
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, tag the line left
Couples hinge, center girls hinge
Center four diamond circulate
Flip the diamond, others promenade half
Face In, centers recycle, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Spin the top, boys run, couples hinge
Triple trade, wheel and deal, sweep 1/4
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, couples hinge, triple trade
Partner hinge, coordinate,
Couples hinge, triple trade
Partner hinge, coordinate, ferris wheel
Zoom, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal,
Centers pass thru, star thru
Flutter wheel, partner hinge
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne
Veer left, partner hinge, coordinate
Ferris wheel, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, partner hinge
Ping pong circulate, extend
Girls trade, recycle, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, triple trade, single hinge
Circulate, boys run, square thru 1/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Spin the top, single hinge
Centers trade, single hinge
Centers trade, single hinge
Centers run, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, chase right, single hinge
Fan the top, recycle, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, spin the top
Swing thru, step thru, chase right
Single hinge, fan the top, swing thru
Girls fold, peel the top, recycle
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
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SPIN CHAIN AND STAR
by Dr. Donald Donath, Sedalia, Mo.
DESCRIPTION: Start from an eightchain-thru position. All swing half by the
right, then centers swing left threequarters. Ends will circulate half.' Miniwave at ends (No. 1 man, no.4 lady, no.3
man, no. 2 lady) will make one full turn.
Center four (No.2 & 4 men, No. 1 & 3
ladies) make a right hand star and turn
180 degrees. The men will turn left threequarters while ladies move forward to
end of line.• •
Fig. 1

O
NOTE: Description
given is from Box 1-4.
EXAMPLES by Author:
Heads square thru, spin chain and star
Boys run, wheel and deal
(Repeat for zero; equals square thru)
Heads square thru, spin chain and star
Boys run, wheel and deal, pass thru
Trade by, spin chain and star, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru, spin chain and star
Boys run, wheel and deal, star thru
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru
Right and left thru, spin chain and star
Boys run, wheel and deal
Right and left thru, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads square thru
Spin chain and star, boys run,
Wheel and deal, star thru, pass thru
Bend the line
1P2P
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Star thru, spin chain and star
Boys run, wheel and deal, pass to center
Square thru 1/4, left allemande
American Squeredence. November 1980

Four ladies chain three-quarters
Sides right and left thru
Heads square thru, spin chain and star
Spin chain and star, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, heads square thru
Spin chain and star, girls circulate one
Boys run, wheel and deal,
Left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru
Spin chain and star, swing thru
Spin chain and star, right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru
Spin chain and star, girls trade
Recycle, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru, spin chain and star
Spin chain and star, girls run
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Pass thru, U-turn back
Left allemande

1P2P

P/7 >CI

ICY— —4=1

BEAU HOP

1P2P

BELLE HOP

BEAU HOP/BELLE HOP
by Lee Kopmen
BEAU HOP: From facing couples,
dancer in boy's position (beau) walks
straight forward as the dancer in girl's
position (belle) slides left into the adjacent beau's position to form a clockwise
facing box-circulate foursome, where
everyone does a hinge a quarter. Ends in
a right hand wave.
BELLE HOP: From facing couples,
dancer in girl's position (belle) walks
straight forward as the dancer in boy's
position (beau) slides right into the adjacent belle's position to form a counterclockwise facing box-circulate foursome, where all now hinge a quarter.
Ends in a left hand wave.
American Squaredance November 19R0

EXAMPLES by Ed:
Heads right and left thru, beau hop
Ping pong circulate, extend,
Trade the wave, left swing thru
Trade the wave, right and left grand
Heads beau hop, girls trade
Ping pong circulate, extend, trade the
wave
Left allemande
Heads beau hop, ping pong circulate
Extend, trade the wave, left swing thru
Girls cross run, boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Two ladies chain, rollaway, beau hop
Right and left grand
Heads square thru four, beau hop
Triple trade, recycle, beau hop
Acey deucey, pass to the center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, belle hop
Triple trade, boys crossrun, recycle
Curlique, coordinate, half tag
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Trade and roll, left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Centers beau hop, ends star thru
Ping pong circulate, centers recycle
Dixie grand, right, left, right,
Left allemande
(From Choreo Breakdown)
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Beau hop, swing thru, boys run
Bend the line, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, pass the ocean
Girls trade, recycle, beau hop
Recycle, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Belle hop, boys cross run, girls trade
Recycle, star thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Recycle, beau hop, girls trade
Spin the top, boys trade, boys run
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads beau hop, ping pong circulate
Centers recycle, pass thru',
Left allemande
Or'star thru, pass the ocean, girls trade
Recycle", left allemande
Or — beau hop, girls trade, recycle
Sweep a quarter, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Beau hop, girls trade, recycle
Veer left, couples circulate, bend the
line'
Left allemande
Or•Pass thru, wheel and deal,
Centers belle hop, pass thru
Separate go round one to a line
Star thru, zoom and pass thru
Left allemande

Centers curli-cross, others curli-cross
Track two, boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, star thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Two ladies chain, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers curli-cross
Others curli-cross, track two
Right and left grand
Heads square thru four, curli-cross
Ends trade, centers chase right
Ends star thru, centers scootback
Walk and dodge, left allemande........
by Orphle Easson, Ontario
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Linear cycle, slide thru, left allemande...
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Linear cycle, pass the ocean
Spin chain the gears, linear cycle
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ladies lead Dixie style to a wave
Linear cycle (hinge left, boys fold,
double pass thru and peel left)
Star thru, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ocean wave, grand linear cycle
Centers pass thru, star thru
Right and left thru, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
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Heads lead right and circle to a line
Curti-cross, centers curli-cross
Heads trade, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal,
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Send for Brochure
or Send a Sample or Sketch
for a Quote
"By Square Dancers
For Square Dancers"
J AND J BADGES— Dept. A
P.O. Box 5215. Pensacola FL 32503
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MAINSTREAM
See page 37, ASO,
July '80 issue, or buy
"Mainstream" boot(
for 54 from this
magazine to get
lull detcriptions of calls
as listed and grouped
by Calieriab

PLUS ONE
1. Anything & roll
2. Chase right
3. Coordinate
4. Diamond circulate
5. Flip the diamond
6. Pair off
7 Peel the top
8 Single circle to a wave
9 Spin chain the gears
10. Teacup chain
11. Trade the wave
12 Triple scoot
13 Triple trade
11 Turn & lett thru

B.NSIC

CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS
Track Iwo
Extend (the tag)
Track and trade
Dixie derby
Roll (as an extension from)
a. Adlacent columns trade and roll Linear cycle
Couple
up
of
wave
or
two.faced
0 Centers
lines trade and roll
Half tag trade and roll
d. Partner trade and roll
ASD PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS

Ping pong circulate

CAUTION. Not recommended for
dancers below PLUS level activity,
ASD— Not a Callerlab level
PLUS TWO
1: All eight spin tne top

2. All eight swing thru
3. Anything and spread
4. Crossfire
5 Curley cross
6. Dixie grand
7. Explode the wave
8. Follow your neighbor
9. Load the boat
10. Relay the deucey
11. Remake the thar
12. Swap around

oll down the lene''':;•;;;K::::.
.8eau/belle hop
Magic
column
f.
itk4. Hocus pocus
Diamond recycle
ter",,S/ant, touch & anything
ini-chase
Quickstep
Load the windmill
Squeeze the trigger/
odd man out (tied)

.......

•

FOUR BAR B RECORDS
NEW RELEASES .
4B-8028 KAW-LIGA— Bill
45-8025 ALONE WITH YOU— 13111
4B-8030 GRANDMA GOT RUN OVER BY A
REINDEER— Milts
4B-8033 THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOU—
John
454034 FADED LOVE— 8111
4B4017 THINGS I TREASURE— Mika
45-8032 CORNBREADIHUSH PUPPY (Hoedowns)
RECENT RELEASES
464010 RED BANDANA— Mary
4B-8011 40 MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF— Bob
411.8012 I WILL SURVIVE— 18111
45-8013 GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY— Mika
48-8014 WILL YOU BE LOVING ANOTHER MAN
48-8015 KENTUCKY IN THE MORNING— 5111
4134018 RAMBLIN' MUSIC MAN— Bob
48-8019 ALL THE GOLD IN CALIFORNIA— Bob
484021 ITS CRYING TIME AGAIN— 8111
484022 HOLDING THE BAG— Bob & 8111
4B-8024 CHAIN GANG OF LOVE— Silks
454025 EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL—Bob
4b-8028 A GOOD OLD COUNTRY SONG— Bill V.
4138027 ARE YOU ON THE ROAD TO LOVING ME
AGAIN— Mara

13E3

Bob

Carmac,

Box 7-11, MACKS CREEK, MO 65786
314-363-5432
Bill Volner
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John Marsha
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Roulid Delia

P:
CLASSICS
1. Spaghetti Rag
2. FeeIln
3
Hold Me
4. Dream Awhile
5. Answer Me
6. Folsom Prison B,ues
7. Birth of the Blues
E. Dancing Shadows
9. Rhumba Marla
10. Roses For Elizabeth

SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
1 Basin St Blues
2. Fun Stuff
3. All Night
4. Calahan
5. Good Luck Charm
6 Goody Goody
7. Shanty Town
8. Little White Moon
9 By the Light of the Silvery Moon
10 Maple Leaf Rag

TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS
(Courtesy Carousel Clubs)

ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS
1 Hallelujah
2
Apres L'Enteinte
3 Shlek of Araby
4
Memories
5 Non DImenticar
6 Carolina Moon
7
Comin' In the Back Door
8
Together
9 Sunrise, Sunset
10. All or Nothing at All

We'll keep it under
our hat until

AMERICAN

1
2
3.
4
5
8.
7.
8
9.
10

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes iLandob)
Apres L'Entrelnte (Dahl)
Para Esto (Roberts)
Hallelujah (Reeder)
Wine, Women and Song (Stier)
Peptic. (Rother)
AphrodIsla (Ward)
Memories (Barton)
Andante Waltz (Howard)
Someone Like You (Barton)

You're sure to please all your dancing friends with a gift subscription
to AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE.
Here is a gift that brings them the
news, the features, the workshop
material, the record reviews, and
countless other things to make
square dancing more enjoyable. Fill
out the special coupon
and
mail today. A gift card will be sent
in your name.

SQUARE CIFINCEH=4

74a39

Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed.
One Year at $8

❑ Two Years at $14

U Three Years at $20

Canadian and Foreign add $1 per year postage

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP CODE
Your Name

American Squaredence. November 1980
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People 1
IN THE NEWS

JP
146 4

EDDIE
POWELL

.....

Hey, Dance to the Calls of the D.J.!
Disc Jockey for WWII Radio, 920 AM. Columbus Ohio
and WLGN Radio, 1510 AM plus 98 3 FM. Logan, Ohio

614-866-6603 or 614-866-2636
1699 Brice Reed. Reynoldsburg OH 43068

Ar

RAMON
MARSCH
MAINSTREAM
PLUS 1 and 2
ADVANCED
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE 12161632-1074
MA RSCH-MELLOW-SMI1OTH
Calling-Traveling Full Time
MICRO PLASTICS
A nice writeup of the accomplishments of Holman Hudspeth
(shown with his wife, Helen) was sent to
us by Ray and Dorothy Reber of Detroit.
Some time ago the Hudspeths moved to
Corpus Christi, Texas. A number of inquiries had come to this magazine about
Holman since we printed the
choreographers' list in August. He had
an enviable record of "inventing" a large
number of movements commonly used
today. The Rebore describe him in glowing terms, and Bill and Rose Oberg of
Milford, Michigan, have this to say:
"There are only a handful of dancers
left who had the experience of working
with the grandaddy of challenge dancing, Holman Hudspeth, but we all
remember him with great affection and
admiration...Some of his first calls that
are basic challenge are spin the top,
pass the ocean/sea, load the boat, relay
the top, relay the deucey, fan relay the
top, fan relay the deucey, zip codes,
walk and dodge, tag the line, jam thru,
chisel thru, and a new concept, square
the block. He thought he had about 40
calls that were being used.
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JOHN
HANDS
ANYTOWN

STATE

i line - slim Jim - stop
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name arid town
or design $1.25
Name and town
and design $1.25
State shape $2.00
Name, town, design
and club name $1.75

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black, White
Blue, Green. Brown, Red, Yellow, Walnut,
Send check with order, add 154 per badge postage

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Me. CO 81650 (3031 625-1718

YOU GET A HALLI'LL DO THE CALL!
•

.- e. i

'04
.

ED
FRAIDENBURG

....

i %
1916 Posevville Rd., Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
A mertcen Soueredeoce, November 1980

"Challenge has grown up from these
first beginnings and here In the Detroit
.2.
area, we feel Holman was a caller far
NEW CALLERS
ahead of his time...An automobile acciil
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
dent in the early seventies resulted In
ALL CALLERS
the Holmans giving up the activity; soon
There is available to you a wealth of
afterwards they moved to Texas. We all
material in our most usable "Square
miss them both and the advantages they
Dance Callers Reference Notes." Easy
gave the Detroit area in having his fine
material, new material, old material,
choreography available."
all written by and for our members.
Friends and square dancers of the
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
New Orleans area were Invited to attend
For a free mailing, send a postcard to:
a gala dance in October honoring Bob
S/ D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA
Augustin's 20 years as a professional
14433 Dunne Ave., La Mirada CA 909301
caller. The dance was held at the VFW
Hall in Chalmette. A great crowd
honored a man who has been a tremendous square dance caller, teacher and
leader , according to Bob and Phyllis
NEW RELEASES:
Wakefield.
BM018 FASTEST RABBIT DOG
Glen and Mary Nokes of Wheat Ridge,
IN CARTER COUNTY
Colorado, are wintering in Pharr, Texas,
by Jay Henderson, Fresno, Cal.
where they will teach the rounds at Jerry
RECENT RELEASES
Haag's dances.
BM017 BLUEGRASS SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
BM0113 RABBIT DOGICAUTION HOEDOWN
The Cross Country Record and Tape
BM015 MAMA'S GOT THE CATFISH BLUES
Service of Chicago, Illinois, is under new
BM014 I'M ALREADY BLUE
ownership. Jack and Pat Berg promise
BM013 WHO CAN I COUNT ON
BM012 SLO TRACIFIIp Hoedown
to provide even faster service than
BMW KELTON HOLLEY HOEDOWN
before. Their address is 5104 N. Clare2907 Johnson Ave., Sin Lula Obispo CA 93401
mont, Chicago IL 60625.
1
The world-traveling Square Tappers of
Muskegon, Michigan, have arrived back
STAND-UP TOTE
after their 1980 trip to France. The group
welts upright it your
and their directors, Gene and Alice
sld• while your
hands are busy. Blue
Maycroft, were featured in an article In
.
—
dencensirescnsened
the September 14 Family Weekly. Did
(not a heat twister)
you know the Maycrofts started the
on sturdy natural
conies. 16" high.
group when their daughter was five; now
Machin washable.
their five-year-old granddaughter Is a
$6.75 ppd. SEND
member of the troupe?
STAMP FOR FREE
Torgy Thorbjornson sent an article
CATALOG.
Square Things
credited to the Sentinel Newspapers of
BOA 326 Dept. BK
Littleton, Colorado, written by a nonWilmette IL 00091
square dancer, Kathye Thomas, and titled "They savor the title of 'square'."
1
Featured in photos are Emmet and Jean
Cagley and Laura Brown; quoted In the
article are Joe and Pauline Flier!.
Pauline says, "You get so excited, you
Mainstream
could do it every night." Her husband
Plus 1 and 2
calls square dancing a "fantastic ex1
perience."
384 West Street
The Committee of London S&R/D
Groveport OH 43125
Clubs, of London, Ontario, wrote to say
614-836-3846
that Les and Edith Farrow are the new
chairman couple for the London
organization. Charlie and Bea Bodfish
Club Dates 8 Classes
are the secretary couple who sent In the
Festivals & Workshops
information.

CALLERS

1

kk-zeiv
°

BIG MAC RECORDS

WES TAYLOR

Continued on Page 77
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In addition to dancing, enjoy swimming, sauna, whirlpool, tennis, trails
through the dunes, bicycling and three
miles of beach. The callers and cuers
come from the U.S., Canada, and other
countries around the world.
For details, write Gladys Voltz, 224 W.
Depot St., Silver Lake WI 53170.

OVERSEAS DANCER ASSOCIATION
Are you eligible for membership in the
Overseas Dancer Association? Requirements are that a person must have
learned to dance overseas or been a
member of an overseas club. Overseas
dancing on vacation or as a member of a
tour group does not qualify.
Do you enjoy square and round dancing at Its best? Join the Overseas
Dancers at their 19th Annual Reunion
next August 4 to 7 at the Holiday Inn Illinois Beach Resort on the shores of
beautiful Lake Michigan, Zion Park, Illinois.

BONANZA
Square dancers will be proud of the
1981 Rose Parade Float. Parade theme
Is "The Great Outdoors" with Lorne
Greene as Grand Marshall. The theme of
the square dance float is "Bonanza."
The following dancers' names were
drawn at the National Convention as
float dancers: John and Florence Hrozienck, Brookfield, Conn,; Henry and
Alice Thiessen, Dumont, N.J.; Herb and
Carol Arkin, Pine Brook, N.J.; Richard
and Kathleen Chapman, Freedom, Cal.;
Larry Evans and Judy Swanson, Orange,
Cal.
Yak Stack donated the speakers to be
used on the float; dresses and shirts
came from the DoSaDo Shop of San
Gabriel and Long Beach; men's trousers
from H Bar C California Ranch Wear,

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 47555

A FW
IEll
EITE
CAFTALOG
Phone: 812-843-5491

RINGO
'The shoe most square dancers wear. I/2" heel with
elast:c binding around shoe.
Strap across instep
$18.95
Black and White
Yellow, Pink, Red,
Hot Pink, Orange
Silver and Gold
MAJES1 IC
Glove tanned leather, Size Sizes 4-11— Med
6 thru 12N, 4 thru 12M, 1/2 and Narrow
sizes, Steel shank for support,
Black 8. White
$24
2:00
00
Navy, Red, Brown S
Silver 8. Gold
oid
POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: $1.25 on one; 2 or more, $1.00 each
SHORTIE
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
MID-THIGH
KNEE LENGTH
.
With 1'." nylon lace The mid-thigh has 8 rows of
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace These are
made for us exclusively and they're made true to
size Colors are white, lime, black, yellow, blue.
pink, red, orange. purple, hot pink, multicolor, royal, red, white and blue combination, brown, navy,
lilac and kelly Order mid-thigh or knee length in
S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows ofd Size!
S-M-L-XL
Shorties — 3" legs.
$5.50
$7.00
$7.00 or 2 pr. for $13.00
8 rows of lace
Postage au on one: 2 or more, 60d each
SLIPS —Made by B 8 S
We have one of the finest 50 yd nylon marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide elastic band.
4 tiers on 18" and up Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1 - shorter
$21.95 plus $1 .50 postthan skirt 18-23'' and other lengths by special order. All multi slips-52.00 more
Colors- white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green 8, age, 35 yd slips $19 95
multi-color, turquoise, orange, bright yellow, lilac, royal, brown, navy, dark purple, plus 51 50 postage On
kelly, red, white and blue combo Or any other color combo of listed colors. 2 or more pst is S1 ea
DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers
1 1/2 " heel, all leather uppers, cushioned insole for
comfort 5-10 narrow. 4-10
medium,_ 5-10 wide.
Black /WhIte
Red/ Navy/ Brown
$23.00
Indiana Add 4°:0
Sliver/Gold
$24.00
Sales Tax
Slim available
Classics available in blacks
va'SA"
white, all sizes, $13.95 No
=ME! guarantee
Prices sublets to change without notice.
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Donations to the square dance float
may be sent to P.O. Box 2, Altadena CA
91001.

ladies' shoes from Promenaders of
Winder, Georgia; men's boots by Coast
Shoes of Los Angeles; sissy pants by
Square Dance Land of Highland, Cal.;
belt buckles and jewelry from Norsells of
Long Beach, California.
The sixth Grand Float Ball will be held
at the City of South Gate Civic Auditorium on December 28th. Six association presidents will emcee and introduce
their favorite callers for each period. The
float will be built in Azusa, twelve miles
east of Pasadena, in a new Rose Palace.

Meg Simiini

SPRING SPREE
On March 28, 1981, the Lift Lock
Squares will hold their 19th Annual
Spring Spree at Thomas A. Stewart Collegiate In Peterborough, Ontario. Four
rooms with four levels of dancing are
scheduled. For Information, contact
Maurice and Wynne Lamb, 1249 Royal
Dr., Peterborough, Ontario K9H 6R6.

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass 01036

Everuth rvA
4or
SQuarellancers
Please send for our

,p 700. Nylon Ruffles

Free Catalog

I 00 cards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is
used Ti, trim this two. lull three skirl nylon

-

horse hair' bouffant This is nut only a
very durable hut heauttful garment Hea 1 .1
elastic MOIstline is double stitched fur 01/11.
fort and long hear
Purple/Purple Ruffle
Black/black ruffle
White/White ruffle
Hot Plnk/Hot Plnk Ruffle
White/Blue Ruffle
White/Green ruffle
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink. Blue & Yellow
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Red. White. Navy
Red , Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Ruffles
Yellow/WYeilow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Small, medium & large
Sizes
Length 19" 21'' 23"
Please give waist size Si length desired
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$24.00

Handling
Sl 50 each
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job. The Saturday evening square dance
was called by Cal Golden for over 27 sets
of dancers from local clubs who joined
with the eight sets of callers and their
partners for the event at St. Pat's Church
Hall in Urbana.

WORLD DANCE RECORD BROKEN
The Happy Hoedowners of Bournemouth, England, kept dancing for 50
hours to break a world record. A happy,
but exhausted, Phyllis Mooney, who
organized the marathon, said she was
pleased with the turnout, especially for
the finale when enthusiasts came from
London, Basingstoke and Oxford to take
part. Funds will go to the Wessex Body
Scanner Appeal.
The previous record was held by a
club from Portland, Oregon, who set the
44-hour record. Considering that dances
In England attract hundreds of dancers,
versus thousands at some in the United
States, Mrs. Mooney felt "Our attempt is
pretty good going."
CALLERS INSTITUTE
The 20th annual Illinois S/D Callers Institute was held on August 23-24 In
Savoy, Illinois. The two-day seminar conducted by Cal Golden, a Callerlab member, was attended by 41 callers and
spouses from all parts of the state. Dave
James, ISDCA central district director,
arranged all the details for this Institute
and was commended for doing a super

Marvin Labahn
Chicago Ridge, Illinois

MIRIAM FOLK
ENTERPRISES
Accessories To Add To Your
Dancing Pleasure
Complete line of Folk & Square dance clothes.
Everything you need.... comfortable leather shoes,
flats, mid-heels, all colours— peasant blouses— colorful three-tiered skirts with elasticized belt, T-shirts
and MORE!
Free folk dance bumper sticker with every order
over $25.00.
Send for descriptive brochure:
Miriam Folk Enterprises
P.O. Boa 193
WOODMERE. NY 11598

BADGE MOLDERS
Protect your clothing
from pin holes and tears
(A)DOUBLE SIDED SNAP-ON . . .
Snaps between, and to both, pocket and pocket
flap of western shirt.

(B) CLIP 'n SNAP . . .
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's
a snap-on for western shirt pocket.

(C) SWIVEL 360° CLIP-ON . . .
The clip swivels a full 360' —permitting badge to
be clipped to any style garment.

At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker!
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

Don Hadlock-A 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544
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RHYME TIME

THE CHALLENGE
"It's been so long since we went out;
The last was who knows when.
We used to have such lovely timesLet's try to dance again!"
Square dance! You must be kiddin, hon!
We haven't danced for years,
But I remember how we used
To set them on their ears."
"And how we learned new calls each week
Not one escaped our ken.
A little practice, we'd be good—
Let's try to dance again!"
"Now what excuse can I devise—
Arthritis or TV?
Some nights they both are big on pain.
Square dance again? We"ll see."
"We'd have to practice hard
To match these modern gals and men.
Do you think we could do it, dear?
Let's try to dance again!"

"OK, I'll get the records out;
We'll practice until ten.
Now you go call the grandkids up—
We're gonna dance again!"
Mary Heisey

\

4-6
•
New Flip
Singing Calls

41'

cep \

WW1-50 AMANDA by Mike Seastrom
WW1-54 WILD BULL RIDER by Larry Jack
WW1-55 VIRGINIA by Miks Seastrom
WW1.58 ALABAMA by Larry Jack

200 San Bernardino Ave.#102, Rialto CA 923767.:

JUST

A
Fo" tt

DANCING

Windsor Records

Ph. 714-874-0513

SINGING CALLS
WIN5100 HOLDING THE BAG by Russ Young
WIN5101 AIN'T LIVIN' LONG LIKE THIS
by Larry Jack

ROUND DANCE
WIN4786 MAPLE LEAF RAG/OBJECT OF MY AFFECTION
WIN4767 JA-DA/TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME

Amercen Squeredance, November 1 98C
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A
Virginia— 16th Annual Roanoke Valley S/D
Festival, Natural Bridge. Nov 21-22: Keith
Gulley, Bill Volner, Jack Watts. Ray & Bea Dowdy.
Write Joe & Ann St. Hilaire, 4136 Chesterton St.
SW, Roanoke VA 24018.
Tennessee— 18th Mid-South Festival. Cook Convention Center, Memphis. Nov 21-22. Jerry
Schatzer, Jim Coppinger. George & Mady
D'Aloiso. Write Carol Roebuck, 4545 Parkwood,
Memphis TN 38128.
Pennsylvania—
Penthouse Weekend
Rounderama. Americus Hotel, Allentown, Nov
21-23; Al Franz, Iry & Betty Easterday Write
Dave Platt, Box 146. Somers Pt. NJ 08244.
Tennessee— Turkey Strut. Gatlinburg
Auditorium, Gatlinburg. Nov 21-22: John Hendron, Richard Silver. Harold Kelley, Jerry Biggerstatf, Hoyle Grose. Bill & Judy Marlin. Write
Joe & Ruth Corbin, 286 Overlook Ad., Asheville
NC 28803
Ohio— 16th Doubleheader, Leader St UAW Hall.
Nov 29: Deuce Williams, Dick Han. Write Martin
& Carol Stambaugh. 2644 Marion-Marysville Rd..
Marion OH 43302.
California— 3rd Annual S/D1 ling Up To Fight Arthritis, Municipal Auditorium, Riverside; Dec. 7.
Mike Degmetich, Dale Dockery, Red Gibson, Vic
Kaaria. Lee Schmidt. Mike Seastrom, Mike Sikorsky. Skip Stanley, Bronc Wise, Jim & Rosemary
Bess. Carol McCrummen and Dave Allen Write
Arthritis Fundation. 3917 Van Buren Blvd., Riverside CA 92503.
North Carolina— Snowflake Special. Camp LeJeune H S . Dec. 20. Tony Oxendine, Mary Tinga.
Write Bill Dischinger, 18 Longstaff St.. Jacksonville NC 28540.
Connecticut— 1st NE Holiday Jubilee, Enfield:
Dec 26-31; Laurie Andres, Christine Helwig.
Chip & Fran Hendrickson. Phil Merrill. Randy &
Roddy Miller. Ginette Dubois Roy. Tod Whittemore, Steve Woodruff, Marshall Barron, Ted
Sanella. Jett Warner Write NE Jubilee. Box 766.
Sandy Hook CT 06482
Colorado— Winter Dance Week of the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation. Peaceful Valley Lodge, Estes Park;
Dec 26-Jan. 2. Write Cal Campbell. Star Rt Box
150 LM. Alameda NM 87048
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BOB CONE
4321 So. 19th Street
Ft. Smith AR 72901
Phone: 501-646-8155

No gimmicks— Just lots of
experience and much consideration given to program. Call or
Write for Dates, Rates and
Schedule.

WALT
COLE
PERSPICACIOUS' calling
SQUARE—CONTRA—CLINIC
944 CHATELAIN RD., Ogden UT 84403
801-392-9078
*ACUTELY PERCEPTIVE
,

Calling/Traveling
Full Time

6,g

Mike

_

•, ,

1
( Aa I la Ila

ii

147 NORTH AVENUE
HILTON, NEW YORK 14468
(716) 392-3807

MalMinshall
Different Type Caller
.,

r

1316 Quince
Sidney NE 69162

''.
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ail*:
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,
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Phone 308-254-4809
or 308-254-3523
Swing Along
With Mal
Mainstream
Plus 1, Plus 2
Plus????

.ms
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SOUVENIR PIN
These attractive souvenirs of the
Memphis Convention are available from
the Adirondack Fur and Leather Shop,

Rt. 30A, Johnstown NY 12095. The pin Is
crafted of pewter and costs $3.00 (plus
.50 postage and handling).
When we talked to the owner at Memphis, he mentioned manufacturing the
pins without the printing on the
"ribbon." Without the printing, the pin is
no longer a souvenir, but an attractive
piece of jewelry to be worn anytime and
anywhere.

TEACH

AMERICA

TO SQUARE DANCE

2011 So CollApt Ave
Bryan Iowa 77801

Fashions fro
by Nita

it
Cohiplete

WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

788098 0.41 17131 822 2337

NEW 'DC-9's ABOVE THEr CLOD
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS Til
i
viirrlla
proportioned to please the most tiTem
40yd

50yd —

39,05 $36.95
White, Apple Green, A

9

5, 11
'n'k, Cerise. FluGold, Hot Pink,
Peacock, Pink ,

orescent Cerise, Flu•r
Ivory, Kelly, Lilac(Li
Purple, Red, Royal, V,

N . ORGANZA

CLOUD'',
SOLID COLOR.,

60yd

760

39 95

45.95..
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4;?!Ze
1Ts' €oyer postage and
ladling costs, add $2.00
per petticoat.
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FD Fr olucts
GREETING CARDS FOR 0 DANCERS
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — GENERAL
S2.25 /Box of 12. plus 4% Tax in Indiana
Order from CadoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr.
Ft. Wayne IN 46806

CALIFONE S/D SOUND SYSTEMS. 30 Day Trial.
Satisfaction Guarented or 100% Refund. Bob
Mason, Box 205A, Almond NY 14804. Dial
607-278-2442.
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear
with our side selection of pearl and metal snap
fasteners. Quality sewing supplies. Send for Free
Catalog. The Campau Company, Box 20632-AD,
Dallas. Texas 75220.

Books

SINGING THRU PLUS TWO: The book designed to
help you teach CALLERLAB Q.S., PLUS 1 & PLUS
2 figures. Contains def Initions, teaching hints & 110
singing calls. Cost: S6.00 ppd. from Gene Trimmer,
103 Rosewood, Paragould AR 72450.

The 1980 TOP TEN featuring definitions of all the
Calleriab Lists (MS. OS, +1, +2, A-1, A-2, C-1
and C-2) in five separately alphabetized dictionaries. Analysis of the frequency of use of
Mainstream calls with teaching order. Illustration
of All the formations of square dancing with all
APD arrangements for the most popular formations.
56.00 (US). Order from BILL DAVIS, 1359
Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. Also bi-monthly
supplements, $6. per calendar year.
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS (78
exercises) 54.25 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven
course, dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers,
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio
43811.
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.00 plus 501 mailing. Contains two books combined into one, with new
material that will put life Into your club or festival.
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star
Harbor, Malakoff TX 75148.
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA; 57.00;
3193 movements listed. Terms, Rules Diagrams
and supplements 3 times a year.
MINI-BOOK, $4.00. Basics, Extended Basics, Plus
1 & 2, Advanced I & II, C1, C2, C3 in a 5" x 8"
book.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE, $4.00. 243 movements.
Loaded with help for beginning dancers.
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS, $6.00. Pius I & Plus II,
Advanced I & II, C1 & C2, all diagramed; 81/2 " x
11" book. 1980 update.
Snap open binders allow supplement additions to
all books.
Order from Bill Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave., Minerva,
OH 44657.
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL GROUPS by Jack & Helen Todd. Retail
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers. to help
them attract new people to square dancing via
Book Is keyed to available
one-night — stands.
.
records.r erfrom your local dealer,
Twelgrenn, Box 216, Bath OH 44210
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DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by
mail. Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms
written in easy-to-understand words. Order from
Betty & Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New
VVhiteland IN 46184.
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area S/D
Callers Association. Cost; $2.00 +254 handling.
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 138 N.
McCord Rd., Toledo OH 43615.
MAINSTREAM PLUS S/D CALLS: The Plus 1,
Plus 2 and Quarterly Selection lists and 38 other
popular calls. Each call fully illustrated using our
unique system. Dancers everywhere are using this
book to good advantage. Edited by Ed Foote. S5.95
pp. SQUARE DANCING FOR LEARNERS: The
first 69 calls on the Callerlab lists fully illustrated.
Text explanations of the workings of square
dancing outside of the call definitions. A must for
new dancers being exposed to modern-day class
pressures. Bulk prices available. Edited by Ed
Foote & Bill Kramer. $5.95 pp. BASIC CALLS FOR
ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE S/D: The Callerlab Advanced and C-1 Challenge lists fully
illustrated plus all of the essential variations. This
book Is being used all over the world by advanced
workshops and challenge tape groups. Edited by
Ed Foote. $5.95 pp. Send check to: Tech.
Documentation Services, 58 S. Patterson #108,
Santa Barbara CA 93111.
DIRECTORY OF SINGLES SQUARE DANCE
CLUBS:Compued especially for single dancers by
Single Square Dancers USA, Inc The Directory lists

singles clubs throughout the USA, their places of
dance, the day of the week and a telephone contact
number. Price: $2.00. Quantity discount to clubs and
associations. Send order to Yellowrock Book, L.
Richard Woodyatt, P.O.Box 341, Bethlehem PA 18016.
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY—
Over 7000 square dance clubs in the U.S. and
around the world. Information on club and contact
person's address and phone no. A must for
traveling. Only $4.00 Der copy. Send to National
S/D Directory, PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE
CALLS— Complete descriptions of all calls on the
Mainstream Plus 1-Plus-2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2
Lists. Most calls have a practice dance routine.
$2.35 per copy Includes Handling. Quantity rates
available on request. Pocket Dictionary, P.O. Box
2223, Vernon CT 06088.
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED— Use this book the
first night. Based on the premise that anyone can
sight call. $6.50. Order from Whitey Aamot, 916
3rd Ave. SE, Waseca MN 56093.

Records

rHE NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU. Square
dance callers, we have recorded backgrounds of
best-loved country hits like Jambalaya, Release
Me, Rocky Top you sing with during dance breaks.
Exec-11y what you're looking for. Seven records avail
able. Lyric sheets included. Write: NSY Productions, PO Box 40364SO, Nashville TN 37204.

TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC.
1138 Mosby Rd. 1901-398-4953)
Memphis TN 38116
TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS
Box 17688 — 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas TX 75217
214-398-7508
VIRGINIA
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 786
703-971-2588
Springfield VA 22150
WASHINGTON
DECKER RECORDS
504 N. Sargent
Spokane WA 99206
509-924-9161
Fast Mail Order Service

Special
S/D TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE FLOAT
Publicizes square dance year round. Be a part of
this art Send $1.00 and receive a Rose for your
badge. SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA, Box 2.
Aitadena CA 91001

Si Products

SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1985), Five color,
eye-catching Seals on your correspondence are an
"invitation to square dancing." Order from BILL
CRAWFORD, Box 181442, Memphis TN 38118
Samples on request One sheet (50 Seals), 508; 3
sheets, $1; 10 sheets, $3; 20 sheets, $5. Shipped
Pod. Write for oromot details and samples .
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write PO Box 784. Wenham MA 01984
Call: 617-468-7338
GREAT PANTOMIME ACTS for special •ntertalnmentl
Six cassettes available with live different, hard to find,
recordings on each tape. Send 154 stamp for Ilat to
Gene Trimmer, Rt. 1, 9 La Pima, Mercedes TX 76470.

PLASTIC SLEEVES— 7" Heavy duty. 25 for $4.50.
50 for $7.00. 100 for $12.00 including UPS shipping
Send 254 for sample Also ROUND/BALLROOM
DANCE CATALOGS. Comprehensive, up-to-date.
Send 254 to: WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC. 230 7th
Ave., Box ASD, New York NY 10011.

Distributors

CLOGGERS DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASM! Bumper
sticker. 51.00 ppd from Rockln' Rhythms, Rt. 1
Box 528, Casa Vista Drive, Palm Harbor FL 33583

TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 216
Bath OH 44210
Member NASRDS

DRESS CATALOG— 60 Designs for Square and
Round Dancers Send $1_50 to Betty's PO Box
29723, Richmond VA 23229.

Notes

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St.
Memphis TN 38127
12 issues yearly, $11.00— Free sample
NEWS 'N NOTES
Al Deuce Earl Ed
PO Box 2223
Vernon CT 06086
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
1359 Belleville
Sunnyvale CA 94087
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS
Gene Trimmer, Rt. 1, 9 La Pesci
Mercedes TX 78570
For the Club Caller & Teacher
Send 15e stamp for sample copy.
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
3775 County Rd 92N
Maple Plain MN 55359

NATIONAL CALLER'S REPORT
PO Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton FL 33507
Advanced Supplement Added
Free Sample Copy on Request
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
30 Kingswell Crescent
Scarborough Ont. Can. M1L 3E1

EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED, Minimum
10, Thread-Letter Embroidery Corp. CB, 1929 E
52nd St , Indianapolis IN 46205. (317) 257-1424 .
"YELLOW ROCK" MEI Silkscreened T-Shirta. 116. se.,
2/111. Yellow, blue: white, red or grey polyesterlcofion
shirts with contrasting design. S, M, L, XL. Also
available; T.ShIrts sfikscreened with your design.
E. WILLIAMS, 46 Ryden Lane, E. Brunswick NY Hale
THE SQUARE DANCE POSITION GAME
$8.95 (plus S1 postage & handling)
For Callers, Teachers, All Level Dancers
Mass Residents add 404 Sales Tax'
Order from: Russell L. Hoeitstra
67 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106
NEW CATALOGUE AVAILABLE — 51.00. Here's
where you'll find what you're looking for' Complete
square dance service PALOMINO S/D SERVICE,
7738 Morgan Ave. So., Minneapolis MN 55423.

t

L Drel Thomas
13 Luci-IR Street
Maw:he-gar, Conn,
0 6 04 0

Evie

Square Dance Address Labels— 500 for 32.50.
Square Dance Napkins— Beverage or luncheon 904.
Coasters, 604. Place mats. 904, Stationery, S1 50.
S /0 Greeting or Xmas Card Ass't , 10 for S1 75.
Dancing Couple Key Tag, 604; Name Tags.
5032.50: Decals— Dancing Couple. 504. Crossed
Squares. 404. Please send 754 with order for
Postage & Handling. Send for FREE Brochure—
SQUARE SPECIALTIES, PO Box 1065, Manchester
CT 06040
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Badges
ARMETA— Dept. B
Original Fun Club Bodo,.
PO Box 22221
Milwaukee OR 97222
Free List On Request
CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today.
PO Box 57
Westfield MA 01088
Cost: 51.50 plus 30t postage
JIM & BONNIE 'S
4420 Tennyson
Denver CO 80212
303 477 1594
Activity & Club Badges
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
6713 Kennedy Lane 1703-241-08701
Falls Church VA 22042
Free Fun Badge Catalogue
PAULY'S (715-845-3979)
PO Box 72
Wausau WI 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614-471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
1827 Sentinel Point Rd.
Sebring FL 33870
Chuck illerrI041. Caller & Owner
Send for free flyer.
KA•Mo ENGRAVERS
PO Box 3447
Albuquerque NM 87110
3D Club & Fun Badges
Free Catalogue
Send for Catalog
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO.
10 Woodlawn Dr .
No Warren PA 16365
Badges, License Plates. Belt Buckles

SI

Record
Review Service
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC.
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis TN 38116
ILLINOIS
JOE K RECORD SERVICE
1007 N Northwest Hwy
Perk Ridge IL 80088
312-823-0711
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Record Dealers
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
PO Box 790
Sierra Vista AZ 85635
Dancer accessories caller equipment
FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS
ROI Box 528
Palm Harbor FL 33583
Phone 813-784-3294
INDIANA
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE (317-241-0008)
6313-15 Rockville Rd. II-485 Exit 1381
Indianapolis IN 48224
Mail Orders Invited 8 Guaranteed
Records shipped same day
ILLINOIS
DANCE SOUNDS
PO Box 41042
Chicago IL 80641
Square. Round. Folk 8 Contra Records
CROSS-COUNTRY RECORD SERVICE
71451/ W. Belmont Ave.
Chicago IL 80834
Records/Callers Supplies/Newcomb Equipment
JOE K RECORD SERVICE
1007 N. Northwest Hwy.
Park Ridge IL 80088
312-823-0711
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
70 State St. — New address
Augusta ME 04330
Tel. 207-823-3888
Caller Supplies 8 New Air-Conditioned SID Hall
MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1574 Haslett Rd.
Haslet' MI 48840
The Place Designed with People In Mind
MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E.
St. Paul MN 55106
612-774-5732
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
Division of Palomino S/D Service
7738 Morgan Ave. South 1612-889-9501,
Minneapolis MN 55423
MISSOURI
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE
1908 Edgemont
Arnold MN 63010
NEW YORK
WORLDTONE MUSIC, INC
230 7th Ave. (23-24 Sta.) Box ASD
New York NY 10011 (212-891-19341
Round square, ballroom. folk dance records
Catalogs. Mail 8 phone orders accepted
NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S Record Service Callers Supply
Route 1, Box 212
Advance NC 27006
OHIO
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo OH 43809

Side
ROUND REVIEWS
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert
(

BUSTER— HI-Hal 987
Choreography by Bob & Helen Smlthwlck
Good Moon Is Makin' Eyes" music and a nice
easy two step
I COULD BE HAPPY— HI-Hat 987
Choreography by Paul & Rose Ann Marsh
Good music and a comfortable intermediate combination quickstep-foxtrot
STEPPIN' OUT— Elektra 47015
Choreography by G.B. & Judy Summitt
Good country music with a Mel Till's vocal, a
slightly different easy-intermediate three-part two
step.
WALTZ MONDO CANE— DAL 6079
Choreography by Peter & Beryl Barton
Very pretty music and a smooth high-intermediate
waltz.
MOODY BLUE— RCA 10857
Choreography by Bill Cooper
Good lively music with an Elvis Presley vocal and a
flowing easy three-part two step
I WANT YOU— Chinook 1004
Choreography by Lloyd & Elise Ward
Good music with a vocal. a smooth easy two step.
The flip side has cues by Lloyd

SERMONETTE— Belco 294
Choreography by Bud & Shirley Parrott
Really swinging music for a comfortable easy two
step cued by C 0 Guest
SUZETTE— Belo) 294
Choreography by Ken Croft & Elena Delordo
Cute music with a French flavor for a nice easy
two step
ROCKIN' AROUND— MCA 65027
Choreography by Vernon Porter
Good swinging Brenda Lee music with a
Christmas theme: easy-intermediate two step using basic figures
CORREDO— Roper 248
Choreography by Tom & Loveday Newby
Good music and a flowing intermediate pasa doble
LAZY SUGARFOOT— Roper 309
Choreography by Charlie & Bettye Procter
Good swinging music and a good highintermediate lazy jive routine.
I'VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN— Capitol 6193
Choreography by Tom & Dottie Dean
Good music with a Frank Sinatra vocal, interesting
and challenging timing routine
SOMETHING 'BOUT YOU BABY I LIKE— Capitol
4865: Choreo by Richard & JoAnne Lawson
Good lively music with a vocal, a fun-type easyintermediate cha cha two step.
IT'S STILL ROCK AND ROLL TO ME— Columbia
1-11276; Choreography by Helen & Slug Schmidt
Swinging Billy Joel music, a slightly different
easy-intermediate two step routine

Choreography Ratings

For Rating Formula,
Order ASD InforM SP7
*

by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo, Ohio
SQUARE DANCE: 61-125
Chinook 004
P280/0 = 80A
I Want You
P2-74/15 = 89A
Ukelele Man
Be1145424
P2-84/5= 89A
RCAPB11918
Good
The Gettln's
Elektra 46834 P2-87/5 = 92A
Bar Room Buddies
P1-89/25 = 94A
TNT 158
Take One Step 'BO
Grenn 14287
P2•96/0 = 96
Rose
Small Fry
Grenn 14287 P2 100/0 = 100
Beautiful,
Cpti 4772
P2.97/5 = 102A
Beautitu. You
When the Sun
RCAGB10931 P2-98/5 = 103A
Goes Down
MCA80179 P2-100/5 = 105A
Lel Me Be There
P2104/10=114
Bright n Breezy
TNT 159
EASY INTERMEDIATE: 126-175
UAX 1342Y
Dance ate Time
CEM 37038
Canadian Capers

One

P2-130/2= 132A
P2 132/0 = 132A
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Sheboygan
All I Do is Dream
Bayou Lullaby
Remembrance Waltz
Lay Down Beside Me
Are You On the Road
To Loving Me Again

HI-Hat 985
P2-133/0= 133
P3 107/30= 137
DAL P6114
P2-146/0 = 148
E-46645
Grenn 14288 P3 148/0= 148
ABC 12458 P2.148/0= 148A
CURB 49178 P2-140/30 = 170

INTERMEDIATE: 176450
Swinging Sal
HI-Hat 985 P2-149/27 = 176A
Southern comlort
Grenn 14288 P2.154/24 = 178
Falling Leaves
Mayflower 19 P2 159/25 = 184
Dancln' Cowboys,
WBS 49241 P3-171125 = 196A
Gypsy Music
Boogie Woogle Bugle
Boy
Atl 45-2964 P2.159/41 = 200A
Avail. Comp
P2-222/0=222
Kolo
Darling, 1980
RCA 479857 P2.198/25 = 223
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SQUARE REVIEWS
by John Swindle

Where has this year gone? It's hard to believe it's
November already. The Great Pumpkin has been
and gone, and now we can look forward to those
Thanksgiving dinners that MI give us those long
awaited inches around the middle. It's that month
when we get together and give thanks for all the
great times we've had over the past year. We've
had an abundance of good square dance records
come our way in the past months and this month
is no exception. Although we only have 20 flip
singing calls there are some this month that will
find their way into most record cases and some
that should be put in all our record cases. Thanks
to all our square dance friends for many fond
memories and Happy Thanksgiving to all!
GOD BLESS AMERICA— Gold Star 712
Caller: Cal Golden
I've got to confess that I called this record at one
of my dances prior to the review dancers' dance. I
was astonished at the crowd's reaction. I saw
dancers that were sitting out actually stand up
during the entire song. This is truly a song
everyone should have In his record case. The Instrumental Is a true march band sound. On Cal's
side he has harmony on his tag lines (there is
none In the flip). The review dancers felt this was
one record they would enjoy hearing at their
dances for some time to come. We regret that on
the record there is a caller pictured that Is either
Don Williamson or Cal with a "rug." FIGURE:
Heads promenade half, right and left thru, flutter
wheel, sweep a quarter, pass thru, right and lett
thru, veer lett, lards wheel, centers pass thru,
swing, promenade.
I'M GONNA LOVE YOU TONIGHT IN MY
DREAMS— Hoedowns 101; Caller: Marlin Hull
This new label is out of the Chinook stable and has
a super good sound. A real smoothie has been
Marlin's choice for the first release on this label.
On the called side Marlin has some terrific sounding harmony on the tag line. His figure is smooth
and timed well.lf this Is an example of what we
can expect from this label, we will be looking forward to future releases. FIGURE: Heads right and
lett thru, rollaway, star thru, do-sa-do, swing
thru, boys run, halt tag, trade, roll, square thru
three-quarters, left allemande, do-sa-do, promenade.
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SHOULD I COME HOME OR GO CRAZY— Blue Star
2115; Johnny Wykotl
Key 0
This tune Is presently very popular on the country
western charts and with this version, may become
popular on the square dance charts. Johnny does
an outstanding job on his side of the record with
an unusual but well timed figure. FIGURE: All four
ladies chain three-quarters, heads promenade
half, sides right and left thru, rollaway, all eight
circle left, ladles square thru, swing, promenade.
I WISH I WAS EIGHTEEN AGAIN— Red Boot 258
Caller: Don Williamson
Don has really done it this time! He has put out a
record that has a limited usage, at least to callers
nineteen and over. That leaves a bunch of us out
(Did I really say that?) Red Boot has taken the
George Burns country-western hit and done a
super job of making it into a square dance. The instrumental has a lot of organ music and a key
change that enhances the overall sound of the
record. Don uses a very interesting figure that is
well-timed. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
square thru but on the third hand swing thru.
boys run, halt tag, trade, roll, pull by, left
allemande. promenade.
JUST TAKE THE GAMBLE— PLAY THE GAME—
Thunderbird 209; Caller: Bob Bennett
Thunderbird puts some jumping music on us this
month In this tune. The instrumental side is full of
rinky-tink piano, banjo and a good lively beat. Bob
gave us a very danceable Plus 1 figure. The tag
lines and name of this tune have been changed
from that of the original tune, but neither I nor any
of the review dancers could recall the original
name. If any readers know, I would appreciate
some help. FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
square thru, swing thru, boys run, girls hinge,
diamond circulate, flip the diamond, swing thru,
girls turn back, promenade.
J.R.— Red Boot 254
Caller: Don Williamson
And then for you Dallas fans! Don gives you J.R.
This Is a novelty tune that got great dancer reaction. The instrumental is very well done. complete
with gunshots Don's figure is nothing new but
was well used and metered well. I just hope by
now everyone knows who shot J.R. and the long
awaited mystery is solved. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, sides right and lett thru, square
thru, do-sa-do, eight chain four, swing, promenade.
ALTERNATE FIGURE: (Plus 2) Heads promenade
half, sides star thru, pass thru. do-sa-do, right
and lett thru, slide thru, load the boat, swing, promenade.
SQUARE DANCNG MAN— Blue Star 2116
Caller: Bob YerIngton
Key C & D
Some of you may remember this tune when it was
American Squaredance. November 1490

released some years ago by the title of "Truck
Driving Man." The instrumental is well-done with
piano, guitar, fiddle and sax. Again, this is a lively
tune that had the dancers really going. Bob's
figure was nothing new but had the dancers moving and was enjoyed by all. A key change for the
closer added the finishing touch. FIGURE Heads
promenade half, right and left thru, square thru,
right hand star, left hand star, swing corner, promenade.
AIN'T THAT SOME KIND OF LOVE— Thunderbird
208; Caller: Bud Whitten
Again, Thunderbird featured that great-sounding
piano on the instrumental side of this tune. When
you listen to the instrumental, you think this is
one of those get-up-and-go records, but when
danced, it turned out to be an old smoothie. Bud
used two Callerlab Experimental Basics that made
a real fine figure. FIGURE: Heads divide and star
thru, sides right and left thru, pass thru, right and
lett thru, veer left, ferris wheel, double pass thru,
track two, swing thru. swing thru, swing and promenade
EVIDENTLY— Blue Star 2117
Caller: Andy Petrere
Key
Andy has given us a jumpy-sounding number and
an interesting figure. The instrumental has
somewhat of a rock-a-billy sound with piano, lead
and steel guitar. The dancers just bounced around
to this tune. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sado, swing thru, boys trade, boys run, bend the
line, right and lett thru, slide thru, curlique, scoot
back, swing, promenade.
MY HEART— HI-Hat 5021
Caller: Jerry Schatzer
"My Heart" has the standard Hi-Hat sound we
have become accustomed to. The tempo is a nice
smooth 120 beats per. Jerry put three figures on
his side, all of which time very well The first is a
Mainstream, and then he gives us a Plus 1, and a
Plus 1 and 2 figure. FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, lead right, square thru, partner trade.
reverse flutter wheel, curlique, all eight circulate,
boys run, swing, promenade
BACK TO BACK— Rainbow 203
Caller: Curtis Byars
A typical country-western ballad is Curtis' choice
for his release this month. It is a cute little seminovelty tune about a love gone wrong. The instrumental side featured steel and lead guitar and
banjo with a nice beat. FIGURE. Heads square
thru, do-sa-do, star thru, pass thru, tag the line,
face in, curlique, boys run, eight chain four,
swing, promenade
YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE— Chinook 042
Caller: Joe Sattel
This month is lust full of love songs, this being
one of them. The instrumental has a country
sound that is very well done with a sound we have
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become accustomed to on Chinook records. Joe
does not use anything difficult in his figure but
gives one that Is well-timed and well-metered.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing
thru, boys run, couples circulate, wheel and deal,
eight chain three, left allemande, swing, promenade.
I WISH I COULD MAKE A LIVING LOVING YOU
Blue Star 2119; Caller: Johnny Wykoff
Key 0
Johnny has come up with a great idea for a vocation and square dance tune. The instrumental has
a country-western sound featuring fiddle, piano,
steel and lead guitars Johnny's figure was welllimed and quite interesting. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, curlique, boys run, swing thru, boys
run, couples circulate, girls slide right to a wave.
boys run, boys trade twice, promenade.
HOME LOVIN' MAN— Chinook 041
Caller: JIm Davis
Chinook and Jim have come up with a very easygoing, smooth-dancing tune for our dancing
pleasure. Jim's figure was very simple but welltimed. In the opener, middle break and closer, he
featured a grand square. FIGURE: Heads pass
thru, U-turn back, curlique, right hand star, left
hand star, right and left thru, swing thru, boys
run, half tag, swing and promenade
YOUR CHEATING HEART— Blue Star 2118
Key B Flat
Caller: Bob Yerington
An old Hank Williams tune is back and I might say
very well done in this square dance version. The
instrumental features accordian, clarinet and
piano. Bob does a super job with this tune, givng
us a figure and tune that would be good as a relaxer or for classes. FIGURE: Heads square thru. dosa-do, swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal,
right and lett thru, dive thru. square thru threequarters, swing and promenade.
CHINATOWN— Top 25354
Caller: Wally Cook
This tune is no stranger to the square dance
world. This version is done with banjo, piano,
and lead guitar. Wally used Mainstream basics for
a well-timed and easy-flowing figure. FIGURE:
Heads square thru, curlique, walk and dodge.
partner trade, right and lett thru, star thru, do-sado. make a wave, recycle, swing, promenade
I LOVE YOU BETTER THAN I DID THEN— Began
1327; Caller: Tim Ploch
Key 0
Tim presents us with a little change of pace tune.
in his figure he has incorporated a Plus 1 figure
and then comes back in the last two figures with a
Mainstream figure. Both figures danced well and
were well-timed. The instrumental is more than
adequate featuring piano, sax. lead and steel
guitar. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru. girls fold, peel the top, right and lett
thru, flutter wheel, sweep quarter, swing, promenade.
Continued on Page 79
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EL DORADO
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ED 201
ED 101
SUBDIVISION BLUES TELL ME WHAT IT'S LIKE
by Jerry Bradley
by Dan Poling
Medford, Oregon
Medford, Oregon
ED 301
A GOOD GAL IS HARD TO FIND
by Ron Welsh
Danalr, Calif.
Distributors: Corsair-Continental & Twalgron Inc.
Producted by Jerry Bradley Enterprise', 1372 Ramada. Medford OR 87501 t5031 778-3E-T__

CURLEY CALLING

FROM THE GROUND UP
The FUN answer to many S/D problems!
For one square or as many as a hall will hold!
Go from where you are to where you want to be!
Curley Custer calls In a series of cassettes that
duplicate the teaching of a class of novice dancers
following Callerlab's recommended sequence, starting at the very beginning through the Mainstream
Program and beyond
(Postage appreciated)
Send for details

Russell L. Hoekstra, 87 Forest Glen,
Rm 321, Longmeadow MA 01108

ook

OCK)0000000000

ALABAMA
WAITE'S SQUAREDANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
7925 Highway 90 West
Theodore AL (Mobile) 36582
205-653-7926
ARIZONA
DART SPECIALTIES SHOPPE
6810 S. Central, Phoenix AZ 85040
(602-268-6213) Apparel, Acc , Carryon Luggage (Dress, Suit, Shoe
Boot. Patti-Purse. Benner Case)
Send long SASE for Free Brochure
GREAT AMERICAN SID APPAREL
'Great American Petticoats'
4830 East Main St
Mesa AZ 85205
602-830-0330
CALIFORNIA
SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS
3339 Amherst Lane
San Jose CA 95117
Send for a Free Catalog
Petticoats. Sissy Pants & Misc.
COLORADO
DORIS' SQUARE DANCE SHOP
8575 West Colfax Ave
Denver CO 80215
Ph 232-0327
Complete Line of S/O Apparel
FLORIDA
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP
1894 Drew St . Clearwater FL 33515
813-446-8791
Florida's Oldest & Best"
Marl Orders Invited & Guaranteed
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION OF SID
ATTIRE. 2030 North 12 Ave
Pensacola FL 32503
904-433-4052
New Catalog SI, Refundable on order
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd 904-725-2511
Jacksonville FL 32211
Sq Dancers Serving Sq Dancers
BELLES & BEAUX SID CLOTHES
419 No Federal Hwy 305-737-0095
Boynton Beach FL 33435
Exit 444 off 195, East to US 1
Open at 12 Noon. Tues thru Sat

GEORGIA
C 6 M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd 1404-455.1285)
Doraville GA 30340
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
ILLINOIS
KATHLEEN'S S/D SHOP
508 W. Chestnut St.
Chatham IL 62629
3 Ways — Stop In, Write or
Call 217-483-2627
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
71451/2 W. Belmont Ave.
Chicago IL 60634
Full Line SW Attire & Accessories
FLOTA'S SID & WESTERN WEAR
113 S 32nd St
Mt Vernon IL 62864
Ph 618-244-4110
Open 7 Days A Week
IOWA
VIK-ARDIE'S SID & West. Shop
2008 Bennett (515-277-8787)
Des Moines IA 50310
SID & Western Wear for Men
Women & Children
INDIANA
B-BAR-B SID APPAREL
6313-15 Rockville Rd 1465 Exit 13B
Indianapolis IN 46224
See our own dress designs
Sizes 3-24'12
LAZY J RANCH
Wheeler, Ind — 219-759-3118
Mailing address RR2
Hobart IN 46342
We Make Our Own Petticoats
KANSAS
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594)
Wichita KS 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer
DOROTHY'S SID SHOP, INC.
3502"2 Strong
Kansas City KS 66106
1-913-262-4240
Master Charge/Visa — Catalog 354

BUTTONS-n-BOWS SID Wear
3167 S Seneca (316-524-6235)
Wichita KS 67217
Mas tercharge/ VISA /Catalogue
Full Line S/D Attire, Accessories
MAINE
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC
Rt 115 Yarmouth Rd
Gray ME 04039
Free Catalog Available
MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton MD 21113
MICHIGAN
RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit MI 48209
Prettier. perkier petticoats &
pantalettes
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1574 Haslett Rd.
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed
With People in Mind
MINNESOTA
PALOMINO S, D SERVICE
7738 Morgan Ave So
Minneapolis MN 55423
Send for catalogue — 51 00
Member of NASRDS
MISSOURI
WESTERN SQUARES
INTERNATIONAL
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd
St Louis MO 63128
Phone orders 1-314-842-2278
NEW MEXICO
A & H SQUARES AND FLARES
5517 Central NE
Albuquerque NM 87108
MC/VISA

0004XX:0000a
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FOR RENT:

Country & Western Ties
231 N. Porter St.
Cleves, Ohio 45002

SPARKLING TIES
Formerly by Arlyn

Jewel Stone Western Bow Tie of
Peasant or Metallic Trim Braids.
Non-Sparkling Ties Also.

NEW MOBILE HOME.
60-foot, two bedroom.
During the winter season
at Strawberry Square
Resort, Plant City, FL.
Write Frank B. DuBois, 7304 Lakeside
Blvd., Tampa, FL 33814 or phone
813/935-1888.

>00000000000,000
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY
1704 Moon N E 1505-294-28341
Albuquerque NM 87112
Calico Country Originals
Send for tree brochure
NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL, John Pedersen, Jr.
41 Cooper Ave Ph 201-229-2363
West Long Branch NJ 07764
S- D Apparel Accesories. Patterns
Member NASRDS. Visa 8 M/C
NEW YORK
WHEEL 'N DEAL S/D SHOP
RFD 4, Post Rd.
Canton NY 13617
Phone Orders 315-386-2457
IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave (266-5720)
Irondequoit. Rochester NY
Everything for the Square Dancer
DO-PASO
203 Vermont St
Buffalo NY 14213
Phone Orders t-716-885-9473
Catalog Available
SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main St (668-2644)
Central Square NY 13036
Western Store 8 Gift Center
S/0 Headquarters
C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Harttield-Centralia Rd
Mayville NY 14757
Square Dance Clothing

Mail Orders

Available troll
these Shops

S/B

SQUARE TOGS
11757 US 42
Sharonville OH 45241
Records Available Too'

THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth
Wichita Falls TX 76301
Square B Round Dance Regalia
Catchall Cust Originals by Chris

OKLAHOMA
COUNTRY SQUARE
1705 N. Sheridan
Lawton OK 73501
Apparel 8, Accesories for
the Square and Round Dancer

C BAR S SID Apparel & Records
5632 East Mockingbird Lane
Dallas TX 75206
Send for Free Catalog'

PENNSYLVANIA
BLEAM'S SID APPAREL
Sylvia & Bill Blearn
Star Rte 212
Richlandtown PA 18955
215-346-7838
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR
1987 Yale Av Williamsport PA
17701
Phone 717-323-2543
Only complete supplier in Central Pe
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss River
SOUTH CAROLINA
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS
404 Cherokee Dr 1803-268-02401
Greenville SC 29615
SW Clothing for Men 8, Women

TENNESSEE

SHIRLEY'S SID & Mail Order Shop THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd
RI 9-D, Hughsonville NY 12537
Memphis TN 38116
Catalog of S/D Patterns. sewing
Send for Free Catalog
notions. trims. SID apparel 8
accessories Send 50 plus 25 post
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
245 E Market & Cherokee
K-Mart Plaza
Kingsport TN 37660
Mattydale NY 13211
Phone Orders 1-615-245-6221
Discount Prices
Send for Free Catalog
TEXAS
FAwCETT S D SHOP
OHIO
412
W Sam Houston
M & 1-1 WESTERN FASHIONS
Pharr TX i8577 (512-787-11161
13002 Lorain Ave 1216-671-51651
Everything
for the Square Dancer
Cleveland OH 44111
Largest S/O Shop in South Texas
Dancer's Shopping Delight

>000000

Fashions
MARJAC OF DALLAS
522 S Montreal. Dallas TX 75208
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best
Quality, Discount on Group Order
Wholesale Accts Also Welcome
ONELL'S APPARAL (806-799-1642)
48t8 Louisville Ave
Lubbock TX 79413
Square 8 Round Dance Supplies
Square & Round Dance Records
VIRGINIA
BETTY'S BITS 8. PIECES
1110 Westbriar Drive
Richmond VA 23233
804-740-9643
Send for Free Catalog
LIW WESTERN APPAREL
Rt 3 Box SE
Elkton VA 22827
Phone 703-298-8678
KERNS KORRAL
1963-D Ftt 17
Grafton VA 23692
804-723-1519
S D One-Stop Shopping
Master Charge & Visa
WYOMING
THE MELTING POT &
L & L DANCE CORRAL
PO Box 37 (307-348-7319)
Elk Mt WY 82324
Complete Line of S/D Apparel
Various Hand-Made Gift Items

000000000C

Steal a Zettle reek
Ix 4

ealleka Ream( Walk
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TOM MANNING
Tom Manning's parents had square danced
before he was born. At the age of eight he took
lessons and started trying to call using a very
small record player. Although doubting he would
continue, his folks bought him a Califone for practice sessions. At the age of 12 he called his first
tip at his Burlington, Iowa club's night owl dance
(1975). In 1976 he taught classes of three
squares of kids from his school. In 1977 he went
to Des Moines to a caller's clinic and passed with
flying colors. Tom belongs to the Central Iowa and
Southeast Callers Associations and plans to join
Callerlab next spring. He is teaching two classes
and will be teaching a course at the Junior College
in Keokuk Tom graduated from high school last
May and is continuing studies at Southeast Community College in Burlington.

Elmer Sheffield, Jr

Cal Golden

Mike Moose

HOEDOWNS
Summertime Dream— Chaparral
Railey Two— Top
Take One— Chaparral
Rock Island Ride— Red Boot
Rubber Dolly— SIO
SINGING CALLS
Pretty Woman— Ranch House
Devil Went Down to Georgia— Chaparral
Ready for the Times to Get Better— Rhythm
Sweet Fantasy— Ranch House
Don't It Make Your Brown Eyes Blue— Circle 0
Behind Closed Doors— Red Boot
All Wrapped Up In You— Rhythm
If I Said You Had A Beautiful Body— Red Boot

Johnny Jones

Johnnle Wykott

RED BOOT RELEASES
RB309 SON OF BUTCH
A. Hoedown instrumental B. cisss Workshop Series
Phase 1 — Basics 1.14
RB25a AFTER YOU'VE GONE by Lee Kopman
RB265 MY HOME'S IN ALABAMA by Johnny Jones
RB2154 J.R. by Don Williamson
R51253 TAKE MY LOVE TO RITA by Jim Ray
RB262 PICKIN' THE WILDW000 FLOWER
by Richard Sliver
RED BOOT STAR RELEASES
R8S1254, NEVER GOING TO TAMPA WITH ME
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
RB81255 SUGAR DADDY by Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
RBS1264 ARE YOU ON THE ROAD TO LOVING ME
AGAIN by Allen Tipton

Jdn Ray

GOLD STAR RELEASES
08713 JINGLE BELLS by Col Golden
08712 GOD BLESS AMERICA by Cal Golden
08711 DRIFTWOOD by Col Golden

Allen Tipton

COMING SOON
I WISH I WAS 18 AGAIN
HELLO DADDY, GOOD MORNING DARLING
THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOU
THAT AIN'T NO STUFF
Route 8. College Hills, Greeneville TN 37743 Phone 815-838-7784
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THANKS CARD
November is the time to give thanks.
Have you been using "Thanks" cards to
say thanks at restaurants and point out
that you are square dancers? Next time
you feel like gobbling, take a card....

Thank you
THE CUSTOMER YOU HAVE JUST SERVED
IS A SQUARE DANCER.

Mo. Federation of Square 8 Round Dance Clubs

511.1r1 I 411.1
111 ,1110.

The Sight Caller's
Textbook
by Bill Davis

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE book on Sight Calling ever written; contains over 120 pages of the latest
theories and procedures of sight calling and extemporaneous techniques. Everything you need .40
impro, your sight calling or to learn from scratch.
CONTENTS include Formation Awareness * Snapshot Resolution • Return-to-Home Techniques ' TwoCouple Calling •Programming ' Technical Zeros ' Unsymmetric Resolution • Over 100 Illustrations •
Over 100 Sight Get-Outs • Resolution Procedures in Tabular Form (numbered steps)
TEXTBOOK FORMAT for self teaching or as a text for a Sight Caller's course. Based on our proven Sight
Callers Clinic it contains homework problems and answers on all major subjects.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
.....$12.50/copy postpaid.
ALSO AVAILABLE
THE 1980 TOP TEN— Five separately alphabetized dictionaries of all the Callerlab Lists: Diagrams and
Choreo-analysis of the Top Ten new moves of the past year; Pictograms of Formations and APD arrange$6/copy postpaid.
ments: Frequency analysis of Mainstream calls
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE — The most complete service available, defines all the new calls and ideas;
choreo analysis of selected new calls, Quarterly Selections, and Advanced Basics. Annual dues with or
without Liability (and Equipment) Insurance through SCVSDCA .
$20 with, $12 without insurance.
DANCERS NOTE SERVICE. — contains definitions of all the new calls and ideas, selected diagrams,
Callerlab Quarterly Selections, and comment
56/calendar year.
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville Way, Sunnyvale CA 94087
Amerocen Soueredence, November 1980
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THE CALLERM611
NOTE SERVICES
George Jabbusch inserted a page of
"Square Dance Manners" in the
September NCR. Good manners including arriving on time, forming circles
or squares promptly when the music
starts, joining the nearest square that is
forming. Bad manners is evidenced by
walking through the middle of one
square to get to another. And don't
forget to thank all the others in the
square.
This month finds Gene Trimmer
publishing his Mainstream Flow from Rt.
1, 9 La Pesca, Mercedes TX 78570. Gene
suggests a self-evaluation for callers
with questions that include the following: Do you start each tip with the exact
same opening? Do you use variety to get
dancers in to lines of four? How often do
you call swing thru...boys run? Do the
dancers flow from one basic to another
or is it "stop and go?" and one final one,
Is your choreography fun to dance and
would you go back next week to dance
to you?
Gene says that hexagon squares are
really much easier to work than you may
think and gives this example of a very
simple sequence for hexagons:
Heads square thru, swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, swing thru
GIL T. CROSBY
R1 1 Box 37G
Gainesville FL 32601
904-378-9844

Girls circulate. boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, swing thru, boys trade
Cast three-quarters, circulate, boys run
Left allemande
Figuring by Barry Wonson gives examples of singing calls figures using the
OS and Plus 1 movements:
Heads pass thru, separate around one
To a line, pass thru, U-turn back
Touch a quarter, track and trade
Ferris wheel, centers square thru 3/4
Corner swing. promenade
Heads square thru, touch a quarter
Split circulate, scoot back
Walk and dodge, partner trade and roll
Turn thru, left allemande, swing
Promenade
Heads square thru, touch a quarter
Walk and dodge. partner trade
Right and left thru, Dixie derby
Ferris wheel, centers pass thru,
Swing, promenade
One answer to "What is club level?" is
given by John Strong in SDDS: "The
more metropolitan the area, the higher
the club level. There are certainly exceptions. indeed some very active challenge
level groups are in remote areas, but
generally the larger the population
center. the higher the club level. The

0%%Anise!
41, 4
1,*
RECORDS

JAMES MAXEY
11909 Hoodlanding
Jacksonville FL 32223
904-268-9705

BA501 BEAUMONT RAG (Hoedown)
BA203 I SAW THE LIGHT— Gil Crosby
BA103 SIOUX CITY SUE— James Maxey
BA201 NATURAL HIGH— GII T. Crosby
BA101 HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN— James Maxey
BA102 PICK THE WILDWOOD FLOWER— James Maxey
BA202 FOREST LAWN— GII T. Crosby
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corporation
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FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO.
#791 I LOVE YOU SO MUCH (Round)
#792 MORE AND MORE (Round)
Rounds by Phil and Lois Atherton
#793 HELEN "R"/ROSIE "R" (Hoedown)
#794 CHRISTMAS POLKA (Singing Call)
by Earl Rich
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES
145B HUBBARD WAY
LATEST RECORD RELEASES
RENO. NEV. 89502 PH. 702-826-7422
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE
OR 702-825-9258

larger the area population, the larger the
square dancing activities, both in
number of dancers and in number of
clubs and events. This offers more
choices of nights and groups so that a
dancers finds it easier to dance more
often without the time and expense of
traveling. The smaller the area and the
dancing population the more difficult to
find sufficient numbers of dancers to
support varied levels of dance.
"Dancers like to enjoy dancing the
basics they learn, hence, the remote
areas do not give as much opportunity
for visitng other groups unless the level
is kept somewhat lower than the level of
more urban areas. The cost of travel has
had a dramatic effect on many areas."
John features quickstep, spread thru
to a wave/line, and scramble circulate.
Al Brundage in News 'n Notes asks:
"Did you know that pass the ocean can
also be done from couples already in an
ocean wave, either right-handed or lefthanded? You might have to workshop
the move from this position since
mainstream dancers seem to have trouble when required to make short turning

GREnn
JAMBOREE
Two-step by Vernon & Sandy Porter
YOU RE THE CREAM IN MY COFFEE
Two-step by Pete & Carol Metzger

Ame ,00e , Souereoence November 1960

movements. If you workshop it from
ocean waves, be sure to instruct your
dancers to drop their joined hands
straight down immediately upon hearing
the call, then step forward freely and
make a very distinct quarter turn to face
partner before stepping to the wave.
From a normal ocean wave, some callers
instruct the centers of the wave to retain
handholds and turn a quarter or hinge as
the ends move up one quarter, but then
that would be a lockit, wouldn't it?
The Toronto and District Workshop
Notes feature "Canadian Capers" as the
round of the month, an in-depth look at
tan the top, review of chase right,
horseshoe turn and tally ho, and present
scoot the wave and split the wave as
new ideas.
APOLOGY
Al Schwinabart of Elk Garden, Virgina,
is the "Grand Square" referred to in the
last issue. The authors constantly referred to him as Al, and not until the story
was in print. did your editors realize his
surname was never mentioned. Our
apologies to Al Schwinabart.

PO BOX 216,
BATH OH 44210

CHRISTMAS SQUARES

WINTER WONDERLAND
Flip Square by Paul Hartman
RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED REINDEER
Flip Square by Earl Johnston
OH 1216O
AULD LANG SYNE
Flip Square by Earl Johnston
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V
Joe PorrItt
1616 Gardiner Ln. Suite 202
Louisville KY 40205
502-459-2455

Bob Vinyard
12150 Francler
Bridgeton MO 63044
314-739-8744

St. Louls

Louisville

JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY, Bob
JP205 I DON'T DRINK FROM THE RIVER, Joe
JP402 TENNESSEE SUNSHINE, Bob & Jo*
JP401
FOUR IN THE MORNING, Bob & Joe
JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE (Hoedown) (Excellent for clogging)
JP104 LOOKING FOR SOMEONE LIKE YOU, Bob
J P204 GONNA HAVE A BALL, Joss
JP103 SELFISH, Bob
Distributed by Corsair.
JP201 WHEN YOU SAY LOVE, Jo*
Twelgren, Old•Tlmer
JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY, Bob
JP302 NO LOVE AT ALL, R/D 01119/Donna Loehr

DANCING TIPS, Continued
does not determine anything at all, except where you want to dance.
Who are the best? Let us think about
this for a minute. Who would you want in
your club? Who makes a pleasant
dance? Who will help your group stay active and enjoyable? The answer would
have to be friendly, considerate people.
People who consider themselves part of
the group. People who are helpful,
cooperative and not disruptive. People
who blend In with club members and
guests alike. People who are always
smiling and helping others to have a
good time. Those are your best dancers.
Now there is not one mention of level;
they could be from any level club.
The best square dancers are all these
things, and they help build clubs and
promote square dancing in general.
They will be friendly and helpful no matter where they are. We know hundreds of
them, and to us, they are what square
dancing Is all about.

WAUGH CHAPEL DANCERS, Continued
Volunteer leaders are Thad Jackson,
who is caller for the club, and his wife,
Marilyn. The challenge is to keep all the
youngsters enthusiastic while working
with new and more accomplished
dancers in one group and being limited
to just 90 minutes each week! Marilyn
says, "It's worth every minute of the effort we put into it to see the positive
changes in some of the youngsters."
Thad is a teacher at the school, having
taught third and fourth grades. This year
he will teach sixth. Marilyn continues,
"We are the parents of lots of children,
nine of our own, mostly grown, all of
whom have danced during their teen
years. Work schedules hamper their dancing now." Four daughters, Kim and
Becca, 17 year-old twins, and Tena and
Thaeda, 10-year-old twins, live at home;
they are dancers and members of the
Smiling Squares.
Thad calls for the Smiling Squares, a
family club which dances in the same
school. Classes for the Smiling Squares
provide a stepping stone for the
DoSiDo'rs to continue square dancing
after they leave the elementary school.

KALOX-'else-Longhorn

Herold Bausch
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NEW ON KALOX
K•1253 FEVER, Filiation. by Bailey Campbell
RECENT RELEASES
K.1252 JULTrAUGUST, Hoedowns, Instruments! Only
K•1251 CHINATOWN by Bill Peters
K-1250 IT'S HARD TO BE HUMBLE by C.O. Guest
K•1249 FIRE/BRIMSTONE (Instrumental Only)
NEW ON LONGHORN
LH•1032 WABASH CANNONBALL, Flip/Inn by Harold Bausch
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
B-294A SUZETTE, Two-step by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo
lot band, Music only; 2nd band, cues by C.O.Cluest
B-29451 SERMONETTE, Basic drill two-step by Bud & Shirley Parrott
lot band, Music only; 2nd band, Cuss by C.O. Guest
6293 DIXIE MELODY/JUST STROLLIN' (Two-stops)

Ame,can Squaredance Noven"ber

Al (Tex) Brownlee
Recreation Director
Fontana Village Resort
Fontana Dam NC 28733
Reservations
704-498-2238

Lazy

(Soundsra5114

ENTERPRISES
PO Box 401695
Garland TX 75040
214-272-2339

Available now:

LEA I'M A LITTLE MAN, Flip/Inst. by Tex
L8-5 BLANKET ON THE GROUND, Flip/Inst. Johnny Beaird
Coming soon:
L8.2 Two Instructional Clogging Tunis
L13.3 RAINY DAYS AND STORMY NIGHTS, Fl1p/inst. Singing Call
L8-4 GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK, Flipline. Round
L8•11 TIME WILL PROVE THAT I'M RIGHT, Flip Inst. Singing Call

Distributed by Reeves, Inc., PO Box 17688, Dallas TX 75217 Ph. 214-398-7508
ENCORE, Continued
the New England Caller were reprinted in
"Feedback:" "This style of dancing was
not a rat race...danced to the beat of the
music...dancers were alert and
courteous and were obviously enjoying
themselves to the fullest extent...a
tolerant attitude seemed to prevail when
squares broke down...there was a
noticeable lack of cliqueing up...lf there
is a moral to the above, it is merely that
all square dancers are not cut out of the
same bolt of cloth. The movement can,
and should, be as varied in character as
the dancers themselves."
Ed Ross Smith gives guidelines to
answer the question, "What Is A Caller's
Service Worth?" He says, "The value of
a caller's services depends on four factors: his experience and exceptional
ability vs. the untalented and less
seasoned; the size and type of group
(club vs. class, 4 or 5 sets vs. 18 and up);
the area (new vs. old, established area);
and methods of charging (flat fee,
percentage, classes, regular club, onenighter, etc.)." He cautions, "Many

ri!

callers have lost out on fees and caused
trouble by having an exaggerated Idea of
their worth and charging what the traffic
would bear before their skills and standing merited it...The business of calling
is just like any other business. Keep
overhead low and sell at as high a price
as you can while still giving good value."

FRONT LINE COVERAGE
The photos on our cover this month
were taken by professional photographer Mike Babcock of Santa Ana,
California, but unfortunately we couldn't
get a full story about the occasion. All
we found out was that the pictures were
shot in a mall in South Costa Plaza
where folks were being encouraged to
attend the Orange County Fair. Further
information and names of our "cover
kids" would be appreciated. Meanwhile,
have a fall ball, y'all!

lott Mat
RECORDS

BILL
e CLAYWELL
Backing to Birmingham
LM-131

BOB
FISK
Good News
LM-138

MAC
LETSON
Someone Is Looking
LM-134

Recent Lou-Mac Releases

LM-135 New River Train
LM.133 Wish I Could Soo You
LM•132 Milwaukee
LM•130 Lay Down Sally

American Squaredence. November 1980

P.O. Box 2406
MUSCLE SHOALS AL 35660
Phoney 205/383-7585

Recent Bob-Cat Releases

I10•106 Last Night at the Square Dance
SC-106 Down on Bourbon
SC-104 Everything I Touch
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WORTH REPEATING... (from our

E

IVE

November 1976 Issue)

HANKS

For our people, our nation, and the nations of the world
For peaceful pursuits
For purposeful work
For worthwhile recreation
For the abundance that surrounds us, as Americans, when some others are in need...
For the opportunities we have, to share what we have
For the special joy we enjoy as square dancers in our particular pastime
For the warmth and good spirit that is generated when people join hands
For the hope that shuffling feet may someday replace marching feet worldwide,
and peace and friendship will prevail
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oy Hann
CURRENT RELEASES
DADDY PLAYED THE BANJO, Zoy Hann—Rain 103
BACK TO BACK, Curtis Byars— Rain 203
ROBINHOOD, Called by Zoy Hann— Rain 101
DELLA AND THE DEALER, Zoy Hann— Rain 102
MISSING YOU, Called by Curtis Byars— Rain 301
LEAVIN' LOUISIANA, Gary Weston— Rain 301
OVER THE RAINBOW, Kirby Humble— Rain 401

Gary Weston Kirby Humble Curtis Byars
COMING SOON
SUGARFOOT RAG Hann
JESUS ON THE RADIO— Hann
THE LAST COUNTRY SONG— Hann
ONCE IN A LIFETIME THING— Byars
HEROES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN COWBOYS-Byars
YIPPY, CRY I— Byars

Rainbow Records. Box 66. Bay City TX 77414 713-4546227

EASY LEVEL PAGE, Continued
Stew Shacklette of Brandenburg. Kentucky. shared a nice little "triplet" with me. He calls it

SOMETHING OLD
FORMATION: Mini-contra line of three couples (proper), men on prompter's right, ladies lacing partners
MUSIC: Any 64-count lig or reel. Stew prefers Band 2 Side A of Kitchen Junket record FR2002
COUNTS:
1-8
9-16
17-24
25-32
33-40
41-48
49-56
57-64

On the ends do-sa-do (Both ends— couples 1 8. 3)
Centers do-sa-do
Actives (couple 1) down center.
Wheel as a couple. come on back. cast off
Right and left thru (two top couples)
Right and left back
Actives down the outside (below one couple). go to loot and box the gnat
Everyone go forward and back

PEOPLE, Continued
Dean Edwards sent a clipping from
the Hanna Herald highlighting the Jim's
Dandies Exhibition Dance Team, who
were featured at the Elk Mountain
School Gym in a lively and colorful twohour show. Routines are written by Jim
and Bonnie Bahr, owners of Jim and
Bonnie's Badge and Sign Co. and

tireless round dance instructors Team
members include:
Ken & Leslee
Clements, Al & Gerrl Desaverlo, Clyde &
Elaine GIlley, Sld & Peg Helper, Larry &
Paula McMahIII, Charlie & Louise Prebble, Marvin & Edna Swanson, Harold &
Cindy Vanhooser, Chuck & Carol
Weaver, Tom & Donna Wenzinger, Norm
& Mabel Wilmot.

Owner-Producer
Fuleime Cal

Y

eVotees,

I

Jerry Rash
Aiamo. Texas

r

Sara Aamot
t,^daseca

p„

Bor y4 14
Alamo. Texas 7851h
Phone 512-787-2855

Cfaude oss
Blues Yodeler
Fulltime Caller
Blue Springs, Mo

SRR-1001 RAMBLING FEVER by Jerry Rash
SRR-1002 FOX ON THE RUN by Claude Ross
Hoedown
SRR-1003 LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL by Jerry
SRR5001 SOUNDRA
SRR-1004 I KNOW A HEARTACHE by Sara
Flip Side Called by Jerry
SRR-1005 I AIN'T GOT NO BUSINESS by Jerry
SRR-1006 HONEY SHOW ME YOU CARE by Sara & Jerry
SRR-1007 HOLDING THE BAG by Claude Ross

Amencao SoJaredeoce. November '980
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MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12 4'
med., 5-10 wide, half sizes
$22.00
Black/White
SCOOP
MOO
Red/Navy/Brown
heel. St shank. glove leather.
$24.50 lined. sizes 4 thru 10 med 5 thru
Gold/Silver
Wide width— Special Order
10 narrow. half sizes
$21.00
Black /White
$21.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$23.00
Gold /Silver

1.

N-20 SISSY Nylon
N-29 SISSY Cotton
S-M-L-XL
N•21
Cotton poly
Mid-thigh length
S-M•L-XL
$r,go
N-24
Nylon
Shorty length
S-M-L-XL
WOO

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Lt. Blue
Royal
Lilac
Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers: 11/2 "
Heel, All Leather, Cushioned Insole
for Comfort. 5-10 Narrov... 4-10 Medium; 5-10 Wide.
White/Black
%MX
Red/Navy/Brown
%moo
Silver /Gold
$zudo

Panty-blouse.
cottonpoly broadcloth
VVht Red. Blk.
H-Pink. Turquoise
P-S•M-L-XL
$1510
MEMBER
OF NASRDS

Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 5% tax.

DIXIE DAISY

1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113

5th ANNUAL
HOLIDAY HAPPENING
Jekyll Island, Ga.

JINGLE TAPS FOR

CLOGGING

December 5 & 6, 1980

Darryl McMellan
Lynn Haven rly

Jon. Svondle
Smyrna Geo,gni

Sheffield jr
1 enah eeeee F , a

Advance
Tickets:
$16.
At the
8 Br,berr Pis r
Bar-nwearn Ala

door:$20

HOLIDAY HAPPENING
PO BOX 121, SMYRNA GA 30081
Phone 1404) 436 3664
78

Easy to put on...
Fits all shoes. crepe, square dance,
leather or earth shoes
Use any epoxy glue
NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor.
Plated steel; will not crack.
$5.50 per set, plus $1.25 per order
($2.50 Canada)
!Specify men's or women's.
Don't forget return name and address.)
STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. R
105 Fellowship Rd
Moorestown NJ 08057

rwmgasii millaa RECORDS
" INF RECORD DESIGNED

WW215
ROUND AND ROUND
Flip Singing Call by
Dean Salveson

I WITH THE (AUER IN MIND

)WW508
.... MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
Flip Round Cued by
George Smith

WW403 PROMISED LAND
Flip Singing Call by Ray Short
6156 Richfield Way, Denver CO 80239 Tel: 303-371-6297
FLIP SIDE, Continued
ALTERNATE FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sado, swing thru, spin the top, right and left thru,
flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, swing, promenade.

MOUNTAIN MAN— Bogen 1326
Caller: James Martin

Key D

Bogan and James have given us a tune with a true
country flavor. Some of you may recognize this
tune more by the title. "The Old Man From the
Mountain's Coming Home." The instrumental has
a terrific beat, accented with fiddle and some really good pickin'. James put a Plus 2 figure on it
that was very well-timed. FIGURE:Heads square
thru, do-sa-do, relay the deucy, swing thru, boys
run, terns wheel, pass thru, swing. promenade

OLD BLACK MAGIC— Blue Ribbon 228
Caller: Jerry Murray
This tune from the Hi-Hat stable is the same music
as the Hi-Hat recording of several years back.
Jerry has added a new figure and again gives a
nice change of pace tune Two key changes add a
little flavor to this old standard. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half, square thru, square thru threequarters. trade by, swing thru, boys trade, girls
fold, boys turn back, swing, promenade.

RFIDN2 Rt 7
St. Albans VT 05478

DADDY PLAYED THE BANJO—Rainbow 103
Caller: Zoy Hann
The title of this song is not deceiving. The instrumental is full of banjo. During the middle
break and closer, there are 32 beats of handclapping and banjo for a grand square. Zoy's
figure timed well. FIGURE: Heads square thru,
do-sa-do, curlique, walk and dodge, partner
trade, flutter wheel, star thru, dive thru, square
thru three-quarters, swing, promenade

THE UNITED WAY
IS AGIFT WE GIVE
EACH OTHER
FOR BEING HUMAN
gift in the best of human
traditions: sharing.
Thanks to you.
Thanks to you, It
works For all of us.

United Way

r.r

TNT149 SOMEONE LOVES YOU. RD by Merle Dives
7N7150 CALAHAN Round by Bud Parton
7NT151 AIN T SHE SWEET by Hi Brundage
TNT152 SUGAR BLUES by Al Brundage
TNT153 I REMEMBER. Round by Dave Fleck
TNT154 HELLO LOVE by Hank Hans
TNT155 TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME. Gene Trimmer
TN1156 MONDAY MORNING BLUES. RD by Steve Brissette
TNT157 REAL MADRID by Ken Crowley
TNT158 TAKE ONE STEP 80 RD by Frank Lennart
TNT159 BRIGHT AND BREEZY RD by Pete Metzger
TNT16O BELL ON MY HEART by AI Brundage
TNT161 OLD TIME MEDLEY by Gene Trimmer
TNT162 SCOTT S HOEDOWN. Patter by Al Brundage
TNT163 SWEET SUGAR. RD by Dave Fleck

Ken Crowley Gordon Fineout
Al Brundage Gene Trimmer

Mike Trombly

Amer/car: Souaredance November 1980
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AMERICAN
SCRIRRE ORNCE
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
Ogallala NE; Nov. 2, Cal & Linda Peters
Kansas City MO; Nov. 3, Jim & Barbara Jefferlee
Omaha NB; Nov 5, Harold & LIII Bausch
Hudson NY; Nov 7, Eleanor & Bill McIntyre
Berlin PA; Nov. 9, Roy & Ruth Romesburg
Ray ND; Nov. 11, Sheldon Thorn
Minot ND; Nov 12, Arnold & Nobuko Strebe
Devils Lake ND; Nov. 13, Carroll Carlson
Portland OR; Nov 18, Ed & Mary Warmoth
Port Hope, Ont; Nov 27, John & Caroline Charman
London Ont. Canada; Nov. 28, Ken Brennan
Former City IL; Nov 30. Virginia & Roger Barlow
Ft. Lauderdale, FL; Dec 3. Vern Johnson
ZephyrhIlle FL; Dec. 4, Bob & Dee Barnes
Ft. Walton Beech FL; Dec. 6, Joe Vaccarl
Plant City FL; Dec. 7, Marty & Byrdle Martin
Gonvlck MN; Dec. 27, Don & Martha Littlefield
Madison WI; Dec 28. Bob & Marge Throncisen
Grand Forks ND; Jan. 3. Virgil & Ruth McCann
Medford OR; Jan 9, Jerry Bradley
Vs. Beach VA; Jan 15, Dick & Mary Fuller
Sebring FL; Jan 17. Max Newgent
Dosillatd Beach FL; Jan 18, Jerry Seeley
Key West FL; Jan 22, Don & Marg Wiley
Gulfport MB; Jan. 23, Carmen Urbati
Flushing MI; Jan. 25, Bob Martin
Carlsbad NM; Feb. 6, James & Thelma Lowery
Loe Alamos NM; Feb. 7, Bob & Marilyn Gill
Harlingen TX; Feb. 8, Jerry & Soundra Rash
Carrollton GA; Feb 12. Wayne & Louise Abbey
Columbus GA; Feb 13. James & Judy Medlock
Bronson FL (Gainesville); Feb 20, Paul Greer
Montgomery AL; Feb. 21. Wayne Nicholson
Columbus OH; Feb 22. Dick & Roberta Driscoll
Plalnwell MI (Kalamazoo); Mar. 18, Howard Cowles
Knowlton Gus; Mar. 19. Randy West (tent )
Schenectady NY; Mar. 20, Bill & Cass Einar
Mlllvllle NJ; Mar 21, Ralph Trout
Hastings NE; Mar 25. Wes Mohling
St. Louis MO; Mar 26, Bill & Dottye Stephenson
Irwin PA; Mar. 29, David & Bertha Vint
Parkersburg WV; April 3, Keith & Karen Rippeto
Orlando FL; April 4, John & Linda Saunders
Rusin LA; April 6, Torn Perry
Watertown SO; April 10. Perry Bergh calling
Jackson IL; April 11, Bob Smith
Rapid City SD; April 12, Mr & Mrs. Phil Zither
Charleston WV; April 22, Erwin Lawson
Altoona PA; April 23, Emil & Ruth Corie

Bob Bennett
Owner &
Producer
2111 1-1111crest

How about setting up a subscription dance in
your area. It s easy and there is NO risk- no caller
lee, no promotion COSI. no hall fee to worry about
Call or write ASD Magazine. P 0 Box 488. Huron.
OH 44839. phone 1419) 433-2188

Specials
TUCSON'S SOUTHERN ARIZONA SSRID FESTIVAL
January 15. 16. 17. 18, 1981 Ken Bowers. Gary
Shoemake & Mike Sikorsky. Callers. Charlie &
Madeline Lovelace. round dancers Write Dwight
Tinkler, 3521 N Flagstaff. Tucson AZ 85717

TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling,
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds with
Squires, Fun Fast and Fall Jubilee. For Walls write
Tex Brownlee. Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam
NC 28733
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance westkondsSpring and Fall; National C•liers; at Interlaken Resort
Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write: Bill & Jacque
Slavin*. 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo Grove IL 60090

ti
Notocitt, _
`0,to

Valdosta OA
31801
SINGING CALLS
TB207 HONKY TONK HARDWOOD FLOORS- Chuck
TI5208 AIN'T THAT SOME KINDA LOVE- Bud
T6209 JUST TAKE THE GAMBLE- Bob
T8210 DON'T ASK ME FOR TOMORROW- Bob Shiver
TI5211 TIME WE TALK THINGS OVER- Tommy
HOEDOWN
TH520 BUCK SNORT/TULSA ON SAT. NITE
ROUND
MEMPHIS NATIONAL 110001E/LOVING YOU
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Cincinnati OH; April 27, Foster Eubank
Eureka CA; May 20. Bob & Jean Jackson
Visalia CA; May 21, Ai & Connie Whitfield ( 1/4 )
Tifton OA; May 29. Fred Reuter
Augusta GA; May 30, Ira & Pat Hozey
Bristol TN; June 9, Jim & June Criswell
Memphis TN; June 10. Ed & Sally Ramsey
Mtn. Horns AR; June 11, Mural Fades
Granada MS; June 13, Charles & Sara Leflore
York PA; July 16, Don & Roberta Spangler
Minerva NY; July 22, Mary & Bill Jenkins
Conway NM; July 25, Barbara Sevary
Broadalbin NY; July 31, Evelyn Heath
Dillard GA; Aug 8. Jerry & Becky Cope
Pekin IL; Sept 12, Dean Larimore
Johnstown PA; Sept 13, Jim & Dot Karl pent.)
Berea OH; Sept. 14. Al & Lou Jaworski
Wheeling WV; Oct. 10. Ralph Miller
Wyoming MI; Oct, 13, Joanne Humbarger
Kingsville TX; Oct 16, Ken & Judy Curtis
Anderson SC; Oct 23, Chick & Estelle Evans
Newberry SC; Oct 24, Earle & Fran Merchant
Stalleviika II.; Oct 30, Stan & Rena Jacob

r.
Chuck
Myers

Tommy
Russell

COMING SOON
EVERYONE NEEDS SOMEONE
TRUCK DRIVING MAN
HONK YOUR HORN FOR DIXIE
I AIN'T DANCING WITH THOSE
DEMONS ANYMORE

Bud
Whitten

Book
Nook ,
by Mary Jenkins
SQUARE DANCE BUGS
intermediate Workshop Notebook
A Diagrammed Book of Plus I, Plus II and OS Calls for the Intermediate Workshopper
by Bob Perkins
The introduction gives one a good
the movement of each individual dancer
look at the book. All of the calls
through the calls. They give a complete
designated by Callerlab as Plus I and
picture of what all eight dancers are doPlus II or Quarterly Selections as of
ing individually throughout the call
10/1/79 are in this Workshop Notebook.
movement. The diagrams are clear, conThough circles, squares and arrows
cise and easy to follow. They are ideal
are commonly used in combination with
for learning all position dancing.
word descriptions to describe the
In addition to the diagrams, there are
dancer movements of a square dance
word descriptions of dancer movement
call, the diagrammatic technique used in
for each diagram. All word descriptions
Square Dance Bugs Workshop
are written in all position dancing terNotebook is unique because the
minology except teacup chain.
diagrams will stand alone once one
This book is for the dancer who wants
becomes familiar with the symbols used
to learn part or all of the level of dancing
to show specific dancer movement. It is
between Mainstream and Advanced I.
not necessary to have cues or word
Material is not crowded on the pages,
descriptions to interpret the diagrams
with space provided for pertinent notes
into the proper dancer movement.
or memory joggers. It really is designed
31 symbols are used to show specific
to be a workshop notebook.
dancer movement. Most of the symbols
The book has an index of calls and a
are self-explanatory. Memory work is not
list of Plus I and II, Quarterly Selections
required to learn their meaning.
and Advanced I and II, and a glossary of
All calls in the book are diagrammed
symbols and abbreviations used in
from all normal starting formations. In
diagram cues.
addition, those calls normally done from
Order from Robert W. Perkins, PO Box
left hand formations in more experi1200, Garden Grove CA 92842. $8.00 a
enced workshops or at higher level
copy. Also Available: Advanced
dances are diagrammed from left hand
Workshop Notebook, $8.00 per copy (to
starting formations.
be reviewed next month).
The diagrams give a bird's eye view of

YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

THE MAREX COMPANY
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Illinois 61820
Arne,,can Sautvedance November 1996

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100 — 50(
100 OR MORE — 45# EACH
Send three 15t stamps for catalog
on badges, stickers, accessories, etc.
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
CALLERC
WORM BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE
AID
EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP
CALLER CLINIC
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
SET-UP AND GET—OUT
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING
PLUS ONE AND TWO
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE
WINDMILL SYSTEM
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
WHEELING AND DEALING
HOEDOWN HERITAGE
MATCH A MELODY
MODERN MODULE MODE
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the
Mentally Handicapped
SOLO DANCES
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE .
SOUNDING THE HALL
TEACHING CLOGGING
S/D STYLING

$3.00
$3.00
.$6.00
.$6.00
$6.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00
$4.00
$3.00
$3.00
$4.00
$3.00
.$5.00
.$7.00
.$7.00
$3.00
$7.00
Sit . 00

CLIP ART I
CLIP ART II
CLOGGING
THE FUNNY WORLD OF
SQUARE DANCING
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING

DIPLOMAS
Square/Round
Clogging .......

. $3.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$10. 00

10c; 100—$8.00
15c; 100—$12.00

Promotional Folders .

.100/$6.00

IN-forms (guides, helps)
25c/1
(Ask for complete list & quantity prices)

Add $1.00 postage & handling
ON ALL ORDERS
Postage on ABC'S—V.50
Inquire about Quantity Prices

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 488
HURON OH 44839
.
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Do not correct the insolent or they will hate you;
Correct a wise man and he will be your friend.
Lecture a wise man and he will grow wiser;
Teach a righteous man and his learning will increase.

Proverbs 9:8-9
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HALPO INDUSTRIES

Also Distributed By
MARCUS MIX ASSOC.
400 Frisbee Ave., Santa Rosa CA 96401
(707) 5114-11.643

TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
3865 Signal Dr., Columbus OH 43227
614-837-7235

MITY MITE SPEAKER
• Light Weight - Only 20 lbs.
• Ideal For Traveling Callers

• Compact Size
• Super Sound

This speaker dares to be different! Our sound-secret Is the hi-compliance full-range 6x9 oval speakers
Working In unison to generate rich bass and midrange sounds. The super tweeters extend the clear, crisp
highs to the limit. 60 watts RMS power capacity (120+ peak). Covers up to 30 squares easily. 4 ohm Impedance, 30-18k hertz frequency response. Sturdy particle board cabinet covered with cherry wood formica for lasting beauty. Contrasting grille covering. Built-in stand holder with slight forward Ult. Dimensions: 13"vo x 8"d x 22"h. Shipping weight 25 lbs

ALL ALUMINUM SPEAKER STANDS
• Light Weight - Only 11 lbs.
• Folds To Compact Size.
Heavy duty structural aluminum; full adjustable telescoping post with knob screw locks; folding tripod legs;
gold trimmed to match speaker system, fully anodized for protection and beauty. Folded length 37"
Extended height 84" Shipping weight 12 lbs.
NOTE - The figures stated with speakers indicate the speaker may be used with receivers and amplifiers
delivering up to the stated (RMS) Continuous power per channel, driven to clippings 10% of the time, on
normal music source material.

VISA & MASTER CHARGE WELCOME
Call or Write for Further Info.
THESE SPEAKERS MAY BE USED WITH ANY KNOWN
SQUARE DANCE AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET TODAY

MORE GOOD REASONS
TO CHOOSE A
S/D VACATION AT DILLARD, GA.
CHECK OUT THESE NEW PROGRAMS FOR 1981:
1. April 19 - 25, 1981
4, September 13 - 19, 1981
CHUCK DURANT, Fla.
ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR., Fla.
THE McCORDS, Ala.
2. May 10 - 16, 1981
BILL BARNER, La.
5. September 20 • 26, 1981
THE ASHWORTHS, Ga.
CAL GOLDEN, Ark.
THE FLECKS, Ohio
3. June 7 - 13, 1981
CHUCK DONAHUE, Va.
6. November 1 - 7, 1981
THE ADCOCKS, Va.
DILLARD LEADERSHIP SEMINAR
Co-sponsored by ASD with The
That's In addition to our other 24
Burdicks, The Copes, and Bob and
weeks of fun-filled square dance vacaPhyllis Howell.
tions In the Northeast Ga. Mountains.
Write now for our 1981 calendar. But
don't delay. Many of the weeks already
have waiting lists) Write: 1981 Calendar,
Square Dance Resort at Andy's, Box 129,
Dillard, Ga. 30537.
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129 DILLARD GA 30537
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Cattoon by loin. Kaartinen

Laugh Li

NG MY FEET FOR SQUARE DANCING-,

scope reclads
Current Favorites
SC643 ANOELINE
Called by Ron Minoan
SC833 SWEET SWEET SMILE
Called by Jay Henderson

Recent Releases:
3C807 MELE KALIKINAKA. lissiallan Christmas Song
SC595 PUT ON YOUR OLD GREY BONNET
SCI304 BEER BARREL POLKA
SC609 BASIN STREET BLUES
sou SHANTY TOWN
SC617 SOUTHERN BOUND
SCI546 COUNTRY MEMORIES
Box 1448. San Luls Obispo CA 93406
Tel: 805-543-2827

THE CHURCH
THAT GOT
"CONVERTED"
...CONVERTED FROM A SPIRITUAL TO A SOCIAL PURPOSE
IN AUGUSTA, MAINE
Standing proudly and solidly in downtown Autiusta, Maine, with a reputation for spiritual leadership for
a full century, this edifice now has a new purpose— tare dancing.
When Dave and Carol Stewart saw the building at 70 State Street, they had a dream which now has been nurtured to reality.
At first a small part of the building was used for a book and square dance shop operated especially by Carol.
Gradually the Stewarts expanded their operations and Dave did much of the remodeling himself. Today the old
church structure houses a music and book shop, a driving school, a travel agency, an electronics lab and service
area, and an air-conditioned auditorium for square dance programs.
Square dance programs have now been expanded ky Dave (who calls squares) and Carol (who cues rounds)
to include classes, workshops, clubs, and an annual summer callers college in July. In addition, the hall is the
setting for baton classes, private parties, business eveNts, and — coming around full circle — Sunday morning
worship services. Drop by the blue structure sometime to see the "church that got converted...."
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